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LECTURE

VI.

©/ "Pneumatics
, or DoSlrine of the A
or Atmosphere
in general . Of
clal or Factitious Air ; the great
tity thereof in Natural Bodies ; vaf ^y
Experiments
relating thereto .
Of y'
Weight of the Ai R ; of the Nature of ^ ■
Barometer
for estimating the saute 7 *
Account of the several Kinds, viz . the
pendicular , Diagonal , Horizontal , Pe{l
dent , Wheel , and Water BarometÆ 1^
The best Way of making the Common ^
rometer . The Nature and Use of K
Nonius , applied thereto, explainyd. *■y
Use of the Barometer in measuring *(
Heights of Mountains , &c . The SpR1^,
or Elasticity
of the Air accounted] 6^ j
and explain 'd. The Nature of the S #' j
Gage explain'd.
The Altitude of t;/
Atmosphere
determined.
The AA I .
Sailing

in the Air

proved

inipof6,.

The Absolute
Weight
of the Ai f ^
termin 'd by Experiment, variable
]
sure on Human Bodies ; the OB aIt%
thereof computed.
An Account of fil
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Experiments of rA? Air - Pump relating to
f be Wfight , Spring , and other Properties
°f the Air .
A particular Description of
the Air - Pump ; an Air - Pump of a new

Invention .

1If

st'

¥

The Diving - Bell

explain'd.

The Nature and Use / Thermometers
efiplam 'd,
The Newtonian
Standard
T1

^Ermometer.
Farenheit ’s new MerCu nal Thermometer
explain'd. Hygro¬
meters of several Sorts explain'd. The

Common Ai r - Gun explain 'd. The Mag a - ,
INe
particularly

2 Air
-Gun

st'

>>

d ,

¥
V

-o>
)h

¥

¥

si

i

k

si
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described.

of

HAT
which

Part
Philosophy
treats of Natural
the Nature
, Pro -

perties

and EffeBs of the Atmo-

£ If-Re, or Body of Air encompassing the
x^ tb>is

called PNEUMATICS

, from

^p reek Word for Wind or Breath.
jj Ji£ Air is generally esteemed a Fluid,
yet differs from the general Nature of
in three Particulars , viz. i ( .) In
ess*, lt * s comPrej] ible, which

ge 'f ^ uid has .

Property

(2.) It cannot

no

be con-

jj. e“» or any how fixed, as all other Fluids
(3*) It is of a different Density in

5 7 Part , decreasing from the Earth '%
of ace upwards ; whereas other Fluids are
au uniform Density throughout . Th?
V°E . II .
j
Air
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Air is therefore a Fluid sui generis, if it
properly any Fluid at all (LXXXV ).
That the Air was created at first wi$
the Earth itself, is not to be doubted;
that ever since there has been a confix
Generation of Particles of Air by the sofi'
tual Action of Bodies upon each other , a5;
in Ferment at ions, and all Rinds of natut&:/
and artificial Chemfiry, Sir Isaac Newt^
thinks very reasonable to suppose;
Mr . Boyle has given numerous Experiment
relating to the Production of artificial oi
fiaclitious Air LXXXYI
(
).
THA*
(LXXXV ) What is here said of the incongeala^
Quality of the Air , relates to the Impossibility of chafes
ing it from a Fluid,to a Fixed State by Cold, as W ak
is congeal'd or converted into Ice ; and melted Me^
are brought to their fixed Statd : And in this partiew' ^
limited Sense, the Air is incongealable
, or uncapabl® j
Fixation . But yet it is not absolutely so ; for we
by various Experiments , that Air has a fixed Stat®
the Composition of natural Bodies, from which , vd1
set at Liberty , it becomes a fluid elastic Air , like <• f
common Air ; and this again , from a Fluid, ma}' ^
reduced to a fixed State in Composition with other
ter , though not per fie; for we know , as yet,
fixed Body consisting entirely of Air .
,(
(LXXXVI ) i . Since Air is absolutely necessarf ^
the Life of Man , and most Animals, yea, and
tables too, it was necessary at the first Formation ^
the Earth to render it a Habitation for Animals,
^
proper Matrix for the Production of Plants . Now
there is a constant Generation of Air from all terl'£ fi,
Substances (as we shall shew by and by ) it
sing
that the original Atmosphere must be always increa ib

IIMUMUM
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That the Air is a heavy or ponderous
&°dyymust follow from the Nature of the
Master
n Quantity and Bulk , unless we suppose all that is geerated is again abforb’d or refixed in the Substance of

of^

s. And this alternate Transmutation of
State
Air iSextremely manifest from numberless the
Experi' uts which have been made by Mr . Boyle, and Dr .of K’ of which I shall here give an Account of some
principal of both Kinds , as follows.
Oa^r
Production of artificial or factitious Air is
^Ndp Zither ( l .) by slow Degrees from Putrefactions
tj fermentations of all Kinds ; or (2.) more expedidi v by some Sorts of chymical Dissolutions of Bo£ 1 0rZ( ' ) afid lastly, almost instantaneously by the
j>..Plosion of Gunpowder , and the Mixture of some
Ve‘^ s of Bodies. Thus , if Paste or Dough with LeasQn placed
in an exhausted Receiver, it will , after
Uie Time , by Fermentation , produce a considerable
jjjP'Urtity of Air , which will appear very plainly by the
A . ng the Quicksilver in the Gage . Thus also any
VV-j! rtlal or Vegetable Substance, putrifying in Vacuo,
produce the fame Effect.
Va ' Ounpowder , fired in Vacuo, instantly generates a
qJ 6.Quantity of Air in the Receiver, which causes the
Arri ^ ver t0 subside. And in the remarkable Exper^ stt of Dr . Slave, half a Drachm of Oil of Car8PiS‘ Seed>poured upon a Drachm of the Compound
Air S°
s Nitre , produced such a prodigious Quantity of
luc? as. In stantly blew up the Receiver, which was six
siire s ,!l1 Diameter , and eight Inches deep. The Preftne refore, of the Atmosphere on the exhausted
kofti Ver> which it overcame, was above 400 Ib. rec^ n§ 15 Ib. to a square Inch.
6)cCe ij
P)r. Hales, in his Vegetable Statics, has greatly Piate
iVletj,6, *n Experiments
of this Kind , and in the XXVII.
S° ,s them
- One of which was by Dif- Fig . 1.
tiQfi
tl'e other by Fermentation. That
by HiJiiUatsie ^ asll^° °ws : the Matter to be distill’d is put into
ftort r, and then at a is cemented very fast the
I 2
Glass
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Matter of which it .doth consist: ; and smc£
those Particles arise from Bodies of every
Lincl
Glass Vessel a b, which was very capacious at b,
had an Aperture ed , or Hole at the Bottom. Th *'
Bolt -Head ab being thus immersed in Water , , wst®
one Leg of an inverted Syphon put up as far as z, st ,e
Water would rife in the Bolt -head, and drive out tbe
Air through the Syphon, which being taken out , th6
Water will remain in the Vessel to the Part z ; at the
fame Time , while the Bolt-head is under Water , it >s
.
placed in the Vessel x x, which with the Bolt-head an®
Retort is carried to the Chymical Furnace , where th®
Retort has the Heat and Fire gradually communicate®
to it, and the Bolt- head ab and Vessel xx well screen®
from the Heat of the Fire.
5. As the Matter distill’d, all except the Air,
go down into the Water of the Bolt- head and Vessd'
the Air that was generated or destroyed by the ProC et
would be shewn by causing the Surface of the W ate
in the Bolt-Head to stand below or above the Point
as at y, when all was set aside till it became quite col '
Thus if the Body distilling generates Air of an elam
Quality , that added to the former will not permit
Watery to rife so high as z, and the Space between j
' and y below will shew how much Air was produc®
from its fixed State.
6. But if, when all is cold, the Surface of the W
ter y be seen above the Point z, it then strews that iP ^
distilPd Body did destroy, that is, imbibe or absor^A
Part of the natural Air above z ; and the Space betrV®
z and y, fill’d with Water , will shew what Qu a,1 sty
was changed from a repellent elastic to a fixed State, ^
the strong Attraction of the absorbing Particles of x
distilled Body. This Quantity of generated or abfost ^
Air it is easy to measure in Cubic Inches , by stopP1^
the End of the Bolt-head with a Cork , and then 0%
a Quantity of Water of a known Weight to fill lt . j,t
to z, and afterwards toy ; and the Difference ofV^ el| ;c
in the two Bulks of Water gives the Number of Cu s
0 In
cpe
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Kind in or upon the Earth , ’tis evident '
constituent Parts of Air are of a most
betcronc

hes from a Table of specific Gravines , iri the Man-

We have formerly shewn.
. 7- The other Method which the Doctor made use of
°f estimating the surprising Effects of Fermentation
®nsing from various Mixtures of solid and fluid Sub. :ir>ces, in generating and absorbing Air, was as folo\vs : He put the Ingredients into the Bolt-head b, and
run the long Neck thereof into a tall cylindric
j afs a y, and inclining both almost horizontally in a
arge Vessel of Water , the Water ran into the Vessel
and driving out Part of the Air would possess its
'ace upon turning them up and placing both in a Vessel
p Water xx, as you fee in the Figure , where the Sur,' ce of the Water stands in the inverted Glass ay at
the Point a . '
8. If the Ingredients generated Air, then the Water
'v°uld fall from z to y, and the empty Space z y was
eclual to the Quantity of generated Air ; but if on Fer¬
mentation they absorbed or fixed the active Particles of
^ lr> then the Surface of the Water would ascend from
the Cylinder z n would be the Bulk of Air
;
to n and
torb’d, which is easily known in Cubic Inches.
9* When the Subjects for trying these Experiments
ere a burning Candle , burning Brimstone, Nitre , GunPowder fired, living Animals, dsfr. the Doctor used to
*ake use of a Pedestal, on the Top of which was a
v ate whereon he laid the Matter to be fired ; then inyy tlng the tall cylindric Glass over it, and.drawing the
ater up to z z with an inverted Syphon, he set fire to
batters lying on the Plate by means of a Burningthe Sun’s Rays in its Focus upon the
s concentering -nre.
j-_ a*"
See f-h*>TPio
10 .
-- But the Way that I make use of, and which is
P16 most easy and expeditious possible, is instead ofhavthe cylindric Glass close upon the Top at b b, to
ftave it open by a small Neck , on which a brass Cap is
cemented with a Female- Screw to receive a Stop-Cock
Iler

13

to

Plate
XXVII.
Fig . 2.

Fig - 3*

n8
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heterogeneous Nature,

and infinitely

in their specific Gravities ;

various

Whence also it
will

to take off the Communication of the external Air ■
when Occasion requires. Thus the Use and Trouble
of the Syphon is superseded; and in case of noxious
Fumes, Vapours, &c. from Jqua forth, burning Brim¬
stone, (3V. a Syringe screwed on to the Stop-Cock will
draw oft' the Air , and raise the Water to what Height
you please, without the cumbersome Use of a large Pair
of Bellows, as the Doctor made use of.
II . I shall

here

subjoin

the Quantity

of Air

which

various Substances produce by Distillation , which I have
collected from the Doctor ’s Experiments , and reduced
to Cubic Inches.
A Cubic Inch of Hog’s Blood
33
Tallow
25
Deer ’s Horn
234
Oyster- Shell
324
Heart- Oak
216
Pease
—
396
Amber
270.
Dil of Aniseed
22
Pil of Cloves
88
Honey
—>
—
144
Yellow Bees Wax
—
54
126
Coarsest Sugar
—
Newcastle Coal
—
36°
Frelli Earth —
—
43
28
Antimony
———
Pyrites
- r
>—
83
Sea-Salt mixed with Bone-Calx 64
Nitre , with ditto
-180
Sal Tartar ditto 224 Rhenijh Tartar 5 —>
—
°4
Calculus humanus645 — —>
Stone in the Gall -Bladder
648
12. These are the principal Experiments by Distil'
lation . Pthers were made by Fermentation in various
Mixtures*
z
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wiH follow, that as the Matter which com¬
poses the Body of Air , or Atmosphere , is
always
^ ■xtures, some of which generated Air , others abA ’k’d it) an(} so me did neither generate nor absorb Air.
**le principal Subjects, which of themselves absorb Air,
?se the Fumes of burning Brimstone or Matches , the
j. arne and Fumes of a burning Candle, the Breath of
iVln g,and expiring Animals, as Rats , Mice , &c.
Thus the Doctor found that Linen Matches
ii
*Pped in melted Brimstone, and fired under a Glass in
. Xpantity of 594 Cubic Inches , absorb’d 150, which
as full one Fourth of the Whole .
A Candle burning
, *t went out, its Fumes afterwards consumed -?r Part
j
whole Quantity of Air, which was 594 Cubic
. stc hes. A half-grown Rat expired in the confined Air
ten Hours , and absorb’d 45 Cubic Inches of Air,
blch was T*j Part of the whole 594.
■h*4- From what has been said we see with how much
season g;r jj aac fijewton philosophized on this Subject in
following Words . “ True permanent Air arises
by Fermentation or Heat from those Bodies the Chyt(ists
^
call fixed, whose Particles adhere by a strong
,, Attraction , and are not therefore separated and rari,c hed without Fermentation ; those Particles receding
„ fr«m one another with the greatest repulsive Force,
„ and being most difficultly brought together , which
a uPon Contact were most strongly united .” And
{§ain ; tc Dense Bodies, by Fermentation , rarify into
, Ve ral Sorts of Air ; and this Air by Fermenta«s p°n’ 2nd sometimes without it, returns into dense
todies .” See his Optics, Query 30, 31.
15- Now fince Air is a heavy Body, a Cubic Inch
ereof weighs very near i, of a Grain , it follows, that
SuKsl.11* ts bxed State in Bodies makes a Part of their
is i/ ance5 2nd in some of them a very great Part too, as
disT 10Wn from the Quantity and Weight of the Air
charged upon the Analysis of the Bodies. This has
fa^aPed the Observation of Chymists, who have hitherto
But that all Bodies were ultimately refolveable into

I 4

'

what
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always 'variable, so will its Weight or Gra¬
vity be likewise ; as we constantly experi¬
ence
what they call Four Elements only , viz . Water, Oih
Salt, and Earth. But
by the following Table it wiH
appear , that Air is an Element of Natural Bodies in aS
proper a Sense as any of the other.
16. In the first Column of this Table you have the
Bulk of the Body in Cubic Inches and Parts ; in the
second, the Number of Cubic Inches of generated Ait»
in the third is the Weight of the Body in Grains ; h5
the fourth is the Weight of the generated Air ; and th®
fifth strews what Part of the Whole the Air makes.
c. Inch. C. Inch. Grs.
Grs. Prop*
Deer ’s Horn,
’ 117
—
— 241 — 33 ~ 7
i _ 162 — 266 — 46 — i
Oyster-Shell,
I OCO1 *35 — 3° _x 4r
Heart of Oak,
Indian Wheat,
270 ■
— 388 — 77
Pease,
I — 396 — 3*8 — 113 - - j.3
Mustard -Seed,
— zyq — 437 — 77 — S
Amber,
i — i35 — *35 — 38 -3 5
I
I 14? — 44 “ X3
Dry Tobacco,
Honey with Calx ]
I
I 359 — 4i ~ 9
of Bones,
J
Yellow Wax,
1 — 54 —
1
126 —
Coarse Sugar,
i 180
NeaxcaJIl'e Coal,
—
—
Nitre with Calx )
? 9—
° —
of Bones,
j
Rhenijh Tartar,
1 5— °4 —
Calculus humanus,
i 516
—
—

?43
J5 —T®
373 — 36 — 7*6
158 -- 51 _ X
211
26
443 — 144 — f
230 — 147 —' i
17. Thus we fee that different Bodies contain di#®'.
rent Quantities of fixed Air , from a Sixteenth to a
of the whole Substance. From hence we may be fulty
satisfied of the Truth of Sir Isaac Newton’s Reason! 11
?
in the 31st £hiery of his Optics, in these Words : " Th®
" Particles , when they are straken off from Bodies M
5‘ Heat or Fermentation , so soon as they are beyoN®
the Reach of the Attraction of the Body, recede fro' 11
'

‘‘ its
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, of various Kinds

(LXXXVII ).
Since

j

'' A a&d also from one another, with great
Strength,
' ' ah ^CeP at a Distance , so as sometimes to
take up
' l hef Vealllion
^
of Times more Space than they did
‘l Q0° re ln the Form of a dense Body
'• fe?lltraC-tion and Expansion seems : Which vast
unintelligible by
" rrtff1110
? t^le Particles of Air to be springy and ra<l Iv) US
’ ot roll’d up like Hoops, or by any
other
18^ 7 ? tban by a

repulsive Power .”
! A) aat‘, *" the Particles
of Air cannot be thus coil’d
j ^Qdies ain
.
'd in their elastic State in the Substance of
i Et j ’ ls easy to be strewn from
Calculation . Thus,
^' the ance> one Cubic Inch of Oak yields 216
Cubic
j
Now suppose the Pressure of the
At\ sh.,<ije be on every Square Inch about 15
Ib.
(
as
Inch,. . slrew) then in order to compress 216
Cubic
I; 4 s lst to one Cubic Inch , the Weight of 216
Times
*t on°r 324°
which would be the Force to confine
Willfee‘lcl1 Side the Cube, which, as it
has six Sides,
bnd^ >re 6 X 3240 — 19440 Ib, or near
twenty thou?>ie(> f !§ht, to confine this Air in its elastic
State in
,s not *c ^ ncb5 supposing it to
be all Air ; but , as it
P° rce will be greater still. This
Force
HofVf
19440 Ib. must be exerted in every Cubic
^ith a Oaken
Tree , which would rend it in Pieces
{jut
Explosion. It is therefore not to be doubted
^tate. ln Bodies does exist in a fixed and
unelastic
^Wt
tbat it is roused, and put into an active re¬
ly, 7ss te’ by means of Fire and Fermentation.
*s?y be hey who would fee the numberless
Uses that
1 b and”13^6 os this important Doctrine of
As 0 the surprising Scenes of Knowledge artificial
which it
\&&s 11 ln the most abstruse and difficult
Parts of
ah^ ^ insult all the latter Part of the
invaluable
I
.mentioned, viz, Dr . Hales’s Vegetable and
st . tatt eal Experiments,some
of which we shall
I f (E)f
ab° >n the Sequel of these Notes.
1
Reas ^
*• The Weight of the Air is manifest
I
°h and various Experiments.
The Particles
“
o Are
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Since the Particles of Air are such **
being separated from Bodies beyond l

1^
Sp*

,

,

are affected by the Power of the Earth ’s Attraction,
rnuit therefore all gravitate or tend towards its Cein ^
Jt
which is what constitutes Weight in them, 3,1.
other Bodies. The Experiments to shew theW "e>sj^
of the Air are numerous which we thew on the
Pump , among which one is absolute and very exact, aj|
weighing it in a Balance, in the same manner aS
A
other heavy Bodies are weigh’d.
2. The Method I take for this is, I believe, the j#
exact and nice that can possibly be thought of. \$
since ( as we have Ihewn ) the Friction of the Bala sl^ (j)
in Proportion to the Weight with which it is chah^ J
the less the Weight is the less will be the Friction , £jjC
consequently the more nice and exquisite will b®
Experiment . In order to this I take a very thin ^
Florence Flask , whose Capacity is exactly kn
Cubic Inches : This I exhaust of all the Air as n^ ^
can be, and then hang it to the end of a very
exact Hydrostatic Balance, which I counter -balan j,
Grain -Weights in a Scale hanging from theoth
i*
"When the Equilibrium is nicely obtain’d, I list
Valve , and let the Air rush into the Flask, wh'c
sensibly heard, and seen to gravitate in the Glf ^ ’^iO
causing it gradually to descend till it be fill’d '" f
and will then preponderate greatly. Then to T ’, i0
the Equilibrium , I find by Experience ’tis neceÆ 31^)
add about 8 Grains for every Pint the Flask
which shews that a Gallon of Air weighs about a if
because one y1jjC1
;
and a Bushel an Ounce Troy and
28 Cubic Inches nearly, therefore one Cubic I*1
... pfj
| of a Grain , at a Mean .
Air weighs
3. As the Air is a heterogeneous Fluid , it tvr $
in its Weight according to its different
Parts , and also according to its different Altitudes , gj itcc
if must have as an elastic and fluctuating Fluidfew Bodies are lighter than Water , and that
is most .easily rarified into Vapour , it follows, *
Atmosphere fill’d with aqueous Particles will he hS ^

\
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Attraction ,

are

§iy repell ’d from those Bodies ; this Re¬

pellency
He*
9ls0,6, er>erally find it is in moist rainy Weather ; and
vier§ at h must oftner be in this light than in a hea?ti0tl ta te : And that Instrument which shews the Vari%e^°‘ the Air’s Gravity, or its different Weight at
*Wr
e nt Times , is call ’d a Barometer,
of which
various Kinds, which are here described; but

Qf tst gi ve an Account of the most simple StrucACllaf
of those Instruments, which is as follows.
' fill1/ Tube, hermetically seal’d at one End, is to
Air . ^ th Quicksilver, well defecated and purged of
j11iijj' / he Finger being then placed on the open End
p ,*ate Contact with the Mercury, so as not the
og/f^ 6 of Air is admitted, the Tube is inverted,
Midi^ fully immersed with the Finger on the open
'•pojj a Bason of the same prepared Mercury ; then
>ill• Roving the Finger, the Mercury in the
Bason
fye,
'etcj^lri that in the Tube ; and the said Column of
y >n the Tube will be seen immediately to subTtth
ehie
^ ' 'down to a certain Pitch or Altitude, if the
4. I 6 ab °ve 3I Inches long, as it ought to be.
be such a Tube of 34 Inches Length, Plate
]' S^Ur ari Inch in Diameter, (as it ought to be for XXVII.
j^ Cr^ se) hermetically seal’d at A , and open at B ; Fig. 4.
u
e the Bason of Mercury, in which the Tube
t 5asn
^
Everted, the Surface of the Mercury in
F ^ derm/A ’ and m the Tube GH . Now , ’tis easy
ass11
^’ tba'; T till this could be perform’d in
as tbe Tube was inverted, all the Mertill^ i(. ue seend into the Bason, because as a heavy
n it
tend towards the Centre of the Earth,
limits M
some Obstacle, as the Bason, to oblnf^ ^ n, and support it. I say, all this would
t/ ^'ube
any Power in
■ttyn. tufiici, unless- -we can suppose
~ cient to sustain the Column
of Mercury;
Hie? ' ** can be no such Power but
that of Cohesion,
■Sd aK, deed> iu Tubes of a small Bore, has been
a“,e to sustain it ; but in so large a Bore,
as we
suppose

124
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-Has'

pellency being mutual between tbe 1. .
ticles, they do by this means const afl t

res
to9
j^st'

suppose this Tuhe to have, that Power is by
small to support so heavy a Column , which must
tore of Course sink into the Bason ; and so stand 11
^
the same Level in the Bason, and in the Tube .
5. But since the Mercury does not totally ^ ^
when this Experiment is made in the Air , the Co}
which remains in th'e Tube must owe its Sufpem* y
the Air as its Cause, since nothing within or M ^ji)
the Tube can be supposed (with any Shew of
to produce such an Effect, besides itself. NoW
ing the Air to be a gravitating Fluid , it must nec e)* ji>
cause such an Effect, as the Suspension of Met *'11
the Tube ; for by its Gravity a Force of Pressuf® rif
be produced on all the Surface of Mercury in the ™^
which is contiguous to it, and on every Part o<\
'-'
Now since the Mercury in the Bason is in il
with that in the Tube , it is plain the Weight, 0^
i 11
Mercury in the Tube , and the Weight of the Al£^
every circular Area of the Surface of the MeI”c
f
the Bason, equal to the Orifice of the Tube ,
equal, for else they could not balance each °£ 0fe'(
we find they do ; the Column of Mercury th ere^sustain’d by the , Counter -Pressure of a Column th
of the same Base, and whose Altitude is equal
/
of the Atmosphere.
6. That the Weight of the Columns of AC0,
Mercury , we have now been fpeakin-r of, are prec/
equal to each other, will be farther evident, if ^ (/
sider, that upon Supposition the Quicksilver
roughly purg ’d from Air , when it subsides in tM ^
it must leave a Vacuum in all that Part of the ^ g,^
it , and so there is nothing to act upon its uppf£ 0 fn£
to depress it ; it will therefore always sink or rste Jr *j
an Altitude , as the various Gravity of the Air
and of which it is therefore an adequate bxp re.flll ^
Measure, as its Nature imports. This Inv en pjfcifj
pwing to that happy Italian Genius Terricellh
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Pel each other , and therefore they must

erve an equal Distance among them¬
selves.
Of

tl>e l. far nous Galileo. And hence it is very often call’d
4C *orr icellian Tube, and the Torricellian Experiment,
V.nce
^* ,
we have shewn, this suspended Column
- >_
A j r at
allTercury exactly indicates the Gravity
of the A
Uries> ^ has employ’d the Attention of all Mo...the f
very sensibly find themselves affected with
it ril'
uerent State of the Air ; but more especially has
take rited the Consideration of Philosophers, who have
tty0r, aP Opportunities to explore, by this Means, the
and Xt:rernes of the Air’s Gravity , viz. when it is least
Alt;5reate fk of all, by observing the least and greatest
Perig of this mercurial Column , which by long ExIt' cH Ce We find to be very nearly between 28 and 31
tsej fs> >t being very rarely less or more than those
Altfj S>
whence 29 i Inches is fixed upon as the Meanexpressive of the Mean -Gravity of the Air,
Steata erefore let i'o represented by B H , and let the
tall’j Altitude be B I , and the least B K , then is I K
8
Scale of Variation.
Ptfidi
as there is a Space of 3 Inches in the perand(]CU
' ar Tube for the Mercury to rife and fall in,
a v ‘,nce Fluids will always have the fame Altitude in
fii Ve
>a of any Form or Inclination ; Artists have con“‘'L' 1to increase the Motion of the Mercury,
^Methods
itiy ?n ‘ ng it move over a larger Space ; and thus have
Priuc. 0 several different Forms of Barometers, the
hext whereof
I shall here describe. That which,
the jy 0^ upright one, is in most Esteem, is called
A 3 i ®l °nal Barometer, and is that in A/y. V . where
4 . ^ 1S
_a Tube__feal’d at C a,^_immersed in Mercury at
^Cal
e *s. Tube is perpendicular from A to B, where the ppate
&(j
Variation begins ; from thence it is bent into XXVII
PrQ
Cge*!la king an acute Angle F B C . This Part B C Fig. 5.
v‘z. 1 A t0 the highest Limit in the Scale of Variation,
Arj lri j ,
> and consequently while the Mercury rises
t° I in the common Barometer, it will move in
this

of
as
. .. ivterriiT .». _
m „ : _ j: _/
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selves .

When , therefore , those aerial

ticles are obliged by any impress ’d F°r^
.

At

this from B to C (See Annotat. LXIX . 4.) and so
Scale will by this means be inlarged in the Prop 01’ i
of B C to F B = I K , i. e. of the Diagonal to the
Side of a Parallelogram .
9. The Fault which this Form is subject to J® ^ 5,
that as the Quicksilver is a very heavy Body, an® y
ported on the Part B C , like a Body on an
Plane , it must have a great Degree of Friction,
is the more so as the Part B C is more oblique ^
consequently the very small
nice Variation f[]1j
Air ’s Pressure cannot be so and
well shewn in this
where the Motion 'is not absolutely free ; and st q1
often happens, from the Inclination of the Part P jg
that the Quicksilver divides into several Parts , 311
requires the Trouble of filling the Tube anew i0° 1J,
quently . This Form is the Invention of Sir
Moreland,

Plate
XXVII.
Fig , 6.

10. Another Form of the Barometer for en^ %
the Scale of Variation , was contrived by Mr . yf " \lit
and afterwards compleated by Mr . John BernoutU
1' ^
consists of a Tube A C D F , seal’d on the upper Esl t|jS
and bent to a Right Angle at D , whence it h
Name of the horizomal rectangular Barometer.^
Mercury stands on both Legs from E to B . Th e ■6
of Variation from A to C , is here made of
Part , and then it is evident in moving 3 Inches-fr® jji
to C, it will move through so many Times 3
t(it
the small Leg D F , as the Bore of D F is less th®® g.
Bore of A C , whence the Motion of the El ejrcU
.eJlce,
E must be extremely sensible, but the Inconve®1^ ^
here too is, that the Mercury is very apt to °rl ef}<Ps
in the Leg E , as also to run out at the End F ; ^ flo(
that , here is also a great Degree of Friction , 311
only that , but the Part D F being of a very
ssse
the Attraction of Cohesion will a little impede t
Motion of the Mercury therein .
rfb?
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aPproach nearer to each other , the rewlfive Power will re- act os resist the said
Force
The next Sort of Barometer that I .shall dehgj j is call ’d the Pendent

Barometer

, because

a single Tube only, it is hung'up by a String at
the jind A. This Tube is a little tapering or conical,
Otrd A being a little less than B ; it is seal’d at A, Plate
XXVII.
th^ Td with Mercury from A to F = 31 Inches;
Fig
. 7.
^hen
the
Tube
is
inverted
,
the
Mercury,
if
the
favii
of the Air be not greatest, will sink down in
I; ube;
Hlj
(. ■
uue and abide in that Part C D , which will p/1
th af * ts Length or Altitude C D to be the fame with
% ln the Common Barometer. Thus by reason of
theor
> >ica! Bore of the Tube , as the Air grows lighter
Mercury will descend, till when it is lightest of all,
lercury will stand from the lower Part of the
. B to E, so that B E — 28 Inches. Consequently
3? j^ rcury will, in such a Tube , move from A to E, '
aiy ^ hes, if the Tube be 5 Feet or 60 Inches long,
. the Scale A E is here above 10 Times greater
Hz? ,n the Common Barometer. The Fault of this
C
UQre
>■'- is, that the Tube being of a very small
1^ - ter
5b]ele' ^ Attraction of Cohesion will be very considera,1d prove an Impediment to that Freedom of
Of j^011 as is necessary to shew a very small Variation
flijj. e Air ’s Weight ; for which Reason, when you
Ogaj^le Tube a little, the Mercury will not settle
fore, ?^^ te it was, or have the same Altitude as beoffj’ esides, that by its Weight it is very apt to break
th' 6 ^ ower Lart, and fall out of the Tube . We
’t ijj 's Invention to Mr. dmontons, who first published
lz
i6 95C^l’d t ae next Barometer which I shall mention is
Hicjj .

Wheel
Barometer
, from its Structure,
sily understood from the Figure. Where
the Quicksilver
Q _.
.
"av'n ’ V represents the
in a Glass Tube,
Op a Lrge round Head or Ball at Top, and turn’d
iptL bottom to F ; upon the Surface of the Mercury
e recurv’d Les there is placed an Iron Ball G with
ea

a String

12 $
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Force with an equal Momentum ; and
cause what we call the Renitency,

Plate
XXVII.
Fig . 9.

a String going over a Pulley C D , and is balanced 1
another Weight H hanging freely in the Air . A § .
Surface of the Mercury at A B is very large, and • j
at G very small, the Motion of the Quicksilver , a *
consequently of the Ball G , will at Bottom be vej
considerable ; but as the Weight G moves up a j
down , it turns the Pulley C D , and that a
or Index K L , by the Divisions of a large grad ua •
by which means the minutest
Circle MNOP;
ations of the Air are plainly shewn , if the Instru1*1^,
be so very accurately made that the Friction of the ,
veral Parts be inconsiderable . This is one of the
q
curious Inventions of Dr . Haoke.
13 . These are the principal Contrivances hsthejj
invented for enlarging the Scale of Variation in h^y
Mercurial Barometers . There are otherTnventi °'’s f/
compound Barometers , viz , such as are made of 1^
cury and Water , or other Liquors for that P ur Pje,
but they are so difficult to make, so faulty when i:rY to
and so troublesome to use, that it is not worth wh (1 ^
describe them . However , as the Reader may h^ ^ !
Idea of one of the best Sort, I (hall here give hit 11
which owes its Invention to the Reverend Mr . Ro^
together with his Demonstration of its Theory.
14 . A B C is a compound Tube seal’d at A» w
open at C , empty from A to D , fill ’d with
from thence to B , and from thence to E with V jy
let G , B , H , be in an horizontal Line , then it iSP
from the Nature of the Syphon , that all the coMs^ jt
Fluid contain 'd in the Part between H and Gi $
ever be in Equilibria with itself be the Weight ^ ^
qo'
Air what it will , because the Pressure at H and
always be equal . Whence his evident , that fhe y
lumn of Mercury D H is in Equilibria with the C°‘.
G E , and a Column of Air of the
of Water
Base conjointly , and will therefore vary with the ot

œ ay

b

^/•

~V
'£?
bd£rrd
U
^X
V
m
£-vr■9
.: TqA.
. . .k
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Jicity, or Spring of the Air ; which is
0 sensible by the common Experiment of
a blown
^the Variations of each of these ; all which must now

computed.

^5 " The Variation of the Weight of the Air , which
call V, is measured by the Space which the
■yVoiry moves in the common Barometer in a given
^
Let x be the Space which the Water at E
of<a.eS^
l 'ough in the fame Time , and let the Diameter
the Tube A F be to that of the Tube F C as D to i j
th
x i
etl Will the Space moved through at B be
DD
therefore G E the Difference of the Legs E K
l£ g
x
5Will vary in its Weight by xj - - - . Also since
the o

el

xpnce moved through by the Mercury at B and D is
as
IjA the Difference D H will vary its Weight by
' hut this Variation of .Weight is equal to both the
l0r

>Ue
r,

and since x st- — is an Altitude of Water , if

to i as the Specific Gravity of Mercury to
, X
.
x' * + D*
’ We si!all have m : j :: A- st- —
m
Al Tud e
'
D
' °f Mercury of the fame Weight , consequently.
ni

IT =
§ives

V st.

D ; which Equation j when reduced,VD 1
m

—, which gives this Analogy ;
Is * : V . a m~ D ~
^ ar >ati
■2 a — D J i— , so Is the Scale of
16.
*n th' s> to that in the common Barometer.
v i/ . ,ence 11 m~ 14, and D == I ; we have 4 V
:
^ f anHA 7 ' r 3 which
;
strews that when the st nbes
V0t JTC are Of an equal Bore, the Variation in
'•
K
this

i2g
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this is less than that of the common Barometer in
— 1—■1T*~
— o,
" or 2 mRatio of 7 to 13. If 2 m D
whence
it ap'
— D \ then D — ,/ 2 m - 1 = 5,2
pears that when the Diameter of*• ^A F is to that of Cl
5,2 to 1, the Variation x will be infinite in refp cC
ui that in the common Barometer. If D — 5, th el1
xV
: :: 175 : 1 ; which shews how very large the Seal
of Variation in this Barometer may be made in Co#1.
parifon of the common one. But I believe such
Structure as this will afford more Pleasure in Specula'
tion than in Practice ; and when all is done, the BasC
T
meter of the common Form, as it is most simple, s° 1
will be found the most easy and accurate of all others17. Before I conclude this Article , I shall just mel1^
tion the Barometer invented by the Rev . Mr . CafweU0
Oxford. Suppose A B C D be a Bucket of Water , lsl
which is placed the Baroscopex r e z y 0 s m, which cos
sifts of a hollow Body xr s m, and Tube e z y 0,
of Brass, Tin , Gists , fcst. The Bottom of the T u1^
z y has a Dead-Weight to sink it, so that the To ? ^
the Body may just swim even with the Surface of ^ ^
ter, by the Addition of some Grain -Weights . As 1
Instrument is put into the Water , with the Mouth doyso£
wards, the Water ascends into the Tube to the PR'S1
of y u there
;
is added on the Top a small concave
linder, or Pipe, to sustain the Instrument from siso
to the Bottom when the Air becomes heavier ; vn- tb6
a Wire , and in s,i d e, are two Threads , oblique to
Surface of the Water ; of these Threads there may
several ; and as the Water just touches the T »P , f
Crown of the Instrument , when the Altitude of g
Mercury is least in the Common Barometer, so as e
Air increases in Weight , the Instrument sinks so ^
Water , and a small Bubble is formed on the Tb re^which continually ascends and descends through all 1
Length of the Thread , From a Calculation on 0°
Theory , it appears, that this Barometer is above
Times more exact than the Common Barometer. j s
the whole Calculation in the Professor’s own W°
in the Phil . Tranj a' ttions.
18. Though I have made and tried the Barony
above described, and find it to answer the Theory v

Fc

Plate
XXVIII.
Firn x.

VA
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0 e.J yet
’
is it not fit for common Use, because it can
q y stiew the extreme minute Variations of the Air ’s,
ravity for the present Time, by reason it is affected by
jj 6 Heat as well as Weight of the Air . While the
th' ^ree Heat
remains the fame, nothing can exceed
^.ls Instrument as a Barometer ; but as the Heat of the
^' r, varies, so will the Elasticity of the included Air*
p Icn therefore will cause the Instrument to vary its
s^ity , while that of the Air remains the fame, and
Ca ntiot be of constant Use.
Hj*9* I have already hinted that the Common BaroAh ,er’ a^ter HI , is the best Instrument to measure the
he fs Gravity ; which that it may do to the greatest
*I'w ' ;°n’ the following Things are necessary, ( r .)
^t the Tube be at least of ^
4 of an Inch Bore ; 4 of
Inch
y^ ^oh is a good Size. (2.) The Tube ought to be
tfijs 5vlean , and dry within when fill’d ; in order to
30 be
* Tube should be hermetically sealed at both
at the Glass-House when made ; one End of
t*se' 01ay be cut off with a File when you intend to
they’ (d-) The Diameter of the Cistern that holds
be Mercury , in which the Tube is immersed, should
as ,Hrge as conveniently may be, that the Mercury
cm ln .nray have nearly at all times the fame Altitude ,;
0 *fc the Index will not be true. (4.) The Merbe very pure, and free from any Mixture of
~'®ad, or other Metal . (5.) It ought to be purged
iiio
entirely, as it may be by boiling it, and fillT| e Tube
^
with it while boiling hot nearly. (6.)
Irea>. ube must be heated hot when fill’d, to avoid
by the boiling Mercury . (7.) It should be
tyilj Very hard, to excite the Electric Virtue , which
(8,) -J 1®! the Particles of Air from the Surface within.
Wiej here ought to be a Noniusas( it is call’d) ap¬
hid^ 0 the Index of the graduated Plate , to measure
fp ,Ur. ately
2o.a-r
. . . the
. Rise and Fall of the
. Mercury.
.
.
?stier p niS Artifice is of singular Use in this and many
Na).a It ••
bears the Inventor Nonius’s Name , and
•stjj j u*e and Manner of applying it is as follows.
|Wfa upper
Part of the Barometer, in which the Plate
® of the Mercury is at C . F G is the usual XXVII.
3 Istchcs Extent, from 28 to 31; and D E is Fig . 10.
K 2
the

the small Plate call’d the Nonius, so contrived as 1
slide by the other in such manner that its Index D
be always set on one Part to the Surface of the Mer
cury , and on the other End pointing to the Divisi0
in the Scale of Inches corresponding thereto . Ag 3ls>
’
the Nonius is divided into io equal Parts , which
gether are equal to n of the Divisions of the Sea1®’
that is, DE = xi Tenths of an Inch ; and coiu®^
•quently each small Division of the Nonius is equal
I,I ; two of them to 2,2 ; three of them to 3,3 ; ^
so on. Whence ’tis easy to observe, that if the Ind®
35.

D points between any two Divisions of the Scale
here between 29,7 and 29,8 , we need only look
to fee what Division of the Nonius coincides with
vstt
Division of the Scale, and that will strew how if
Tenths of a Tenth , that is, how many Tenths he)"^
29,7 in the present Cafe : But you observe the
coincides with a Division of the Scale at the fifth ”
vision ; consequently, the Mercury stands at 29’j^
Inches in the Scale ; and so you proceed with j,
greatest Ease to the hundredth Part of an Inch , v/h1
is a great Degree of Exactness .
^
2i . From. what has been said we may easily f£f ^
excellent Use of the Barometer in measuring the H el S,,,s
of Places, as Mountains , Towers , Ejfc. For since Ijs
we shall strew) the specific Gravity of Air ( such aS tsl
near the Earth ’s Surface) is to that of Mercury asjjj^
12040, ’tis plain 12040 Inches of Air in Height
balance one Inch Height of Mercury ; confequ eI) 'J
1204 Inches , or 100 Feet , answers to T'-6 of an I11
Mercury . Therefore if a good Barometer be ect^
to the Top of a Mountain , or other high Place? ^
Mercury will subside near one Tenth of an In c|j. ^
every 100 Feet of perpendicular Ascent, and so M
a proper Index of the whole Height ascended.
22.
— But since Mercury is not quite 14 times M3
than Water , the Number 12040 is somewhat too *
and therefore a less Height than 100 Feet will an^ ^ f;
T5 of an Inch Descent of Mercury in the BaroM®^ ;
and what that is will be shewn from the Expels
made by Dr . Nettleton very exactly, as in the I
below.
Alti £l
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Altitude os 8 t-

Height.
oz —
3
Halifax
WUh“
-40 —
a ot lier ditt0 236
—
4s
312 —
^a . H!h
507 —

T0

A-1

Bottom.
29,78 —
29,48 —
29,50 —
29,81 —
30-02 —

Top.
29,66
29,32
29,23
29,45
29,45

Difference,for
— 0,12 — 85
— 0,16 — 87
— 0,27 — 87
— 0,36 — 86
— 0,55 — 91

Having the Height , to which the Mercury will
Ifejo-V,at any one Elevation , it is easy to find at what
Kand at any other proposed. For since
the ft **•
tj0 estsity of the Air decreases in a Geometrical RalatJeast^le Altitudes increase in an Arithmetical one, the
^ be as the Logarithms , of the former reciprota]] rHl
/■®ut t^ie Weight of the Air is as the Density,
theu- 6 height of the Mercury in the Barometer is as
t't]1g '' eight, therefore the Elevations are as the Logathe Height of the Mercury reciprocally ; and
4]ty(iUeritly, if we take 30 Inches for the Standard
it fa]Me3and 85 Feet for the Altitude requisite to make
^ of an Inch ; then by faying, As the Logarithm
Of 1 i
is to 85, so is the Logarithm of — to the
^
fj ^soon which will make it fall - an Inch ; and so
other.
j
fol]0^ After this Manner , the Doctor has computed the
Ing Tables.

K 3

A TABLE
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A TABLE shewing the Num¬ A TABLE shewing
ber of Ffeet ascending, re¬
Numberof Feet requij .
quired to make the Mercury
to make the Mercury
fall to any given Height in
one Tenth of an Jpc
the Tube , from 30 to z6
from any given He1?'
Inches . As also the Number
in the Tube , from 31
26 Inches.
of Feet descending, requir ’d
to make the Mercury rise,
from 30 to 31 Inches.
£
31
3°
3°
3°
30
3°
3°
30
3°
30
Zo
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
28
28
28
28
28

b

Feet.
1
O 834- 79 28
9 752 53 28
8 670 OI 28
7 587 21 28
6 504 *5 28
s 420 82 27
4 337 21 27
3 253 3 2 27
2 169 10 27
I
84. 72 27
O
OO OO 27
9 85 00 27
8 170 29 27
7 2 55 87 27
6 34 i 73 27
5 427 89 26
4 5i4 34 26
3 601 08 2 6
2 . 688 I I 26
1 775 44 26
0 . 863 OB 26
9 95 1 CI 26
8 i °39 25 26
7 I 127 80 26
611216 66 26
511305 83

b

s?

b

ST
8-*

4 1395 32 31
3 1485 -3 30
2 1575 26 30
I 1665 70 30
O 1756 47 3°
9 1847 55 30
8 >9Z8 97 30
7 2° 3° 72 30
6 2122 80 3°
5 2215 21 30
4 2307 95 3°
3 240I 02 29
2 2494 44 29
I 2388 20 29
0 2682 33 29
9 2776 80 29
8 2871 62 29
7 2966 79! 29
6 3062 32! 29
513158 2 I j 29
4 !3Z54 461 29
313351 O7! 28
2,3448 °5 28
1 3545 41 28
0 3643 H 28
28

!?
b
. \F
\\Dec
\s. et Dec. Inch.
O 82 26 28 4
89 ; ;
9 82 53 28 3 90!
8 82 79 28 2 9° 4
7 83 06 28 I qO r
6 83 33 28 0
9l 2
5 83 67 27 9
91 7
4 53 89 27 8
91
3 84 16 27 7 9* 5
2 84 44 27 6 n2 r
I 84 72
27 5 K oi
O 85 00
27 4 9 I
9 85 29 27 3
8 85 58 27 2
9r
7 85 86 27 I 94 a?
6 86 l6 27 0
9+ g
5 86 45 26 9
9j
7
86
4
74 26 8 9
3 87 03 26 7 95
§
. 2 87 33 26 6
9i I
I 87 63 26 5
0 87 93 26 4 9 i %
9l
9 88 24 26 3
8 88 55 26 2
9? 3
7 88 86 26 I 9/« -0
6 89 17 26 0 9s
5 89 49
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a jloian Bladder, and many others on the
).
(
4 ir ~Pump.LXXXVIII
By
(LXXXVIII ) I . That we may here exhibit a plain
a. char Idea of the Force with which the Particles of
t, lr repel one another , ’twill be necessary to proceed in
ave^°B°wing Manner . If in any Distance A B, there Plate
f c Phced any Number of Particles at equal Intervals
XXVIII.
C°U ° ne mother ; and in any other equal Distance
there are placed twice as many Particles at equal Fig . 2.
j
ti ifirvah also; ’tis plain the Intervals between the Parth n ^ D will be but half so great as those between
p Particles in the Line A B. Hence the Number of
Verf^ es *n any equal Parts of A B, C D , will be infti tP as their Distances from each other . Or , if we
N ~ Number of Particles , and I — to the Inter¬

val

for
between each ; then will N be always as
I,
i or linear Dimensions.
lHes
2- But for Superficies, since they are as the Square
in like
;
g;j es we shall have N 1 as sr and
^beif

It

anncr, since

D

Solids

are as the Cubes of their like

But N 1is as the Den^ es> We shall have N - as
D
fit
the Superficies ; and N 3as the Density of the
“ ' consequently the Density D , of a Superficies of
s Sort, is as 3. . and of a Solid as r- . And to faciI'
];t •H
, let A B C be a Superficies of such Par- Fig - 3^tie^ te Idea
Chi^8’ eclual to a square Inch ; and DF a Solid of a
lc Inch.
tjcj3y Next let it be supposed that each of these Parre pcls those, and those only, which are next to it;
si 0v et this repulsive Force (F ) be inversely as the n
, Ver of the Interval I , between the Centres of two
‘^Hcent Particles that is, let F be
—, Hence ’tis
ut aa -tin
^hfcst so ch an Assemblage of Particles must constitute
K 4
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By reason of the Spring of the Air, lt§
Density
must be always different in dist^

rent Altitudes from the Earth ’s Surface >
for the lower Parts of the Air , being pies'
fed by the Weight of the superior Parts*
will be made to accede nearer to each
othef*
tute an elaftic Fluid,, or such an one as, when compri¬
sed, or acted upon by any external Agent , will,
Virtue of its innate repellent Power, re-act or mi- 2
Resistance with an equal Degree of Force,
4. Now the Force of the superficial Parts is as the
Density D , and the repellent Force F between t^ °
Particles , conjointly , or as DXF ; but D is
F

is

as

p,

as ~ ; wherefore D X F is as

X -r - = rF»
I 2l«
Ft
which therefore will express the elastic Force of the
Fluid . Now the Density D of the Fluid in the cuF c
Inch is as j-r, whence I 3 D

is

as 1, I 3as

and I 95

- = ; which substituted for I in the Expression of i 2
yD
elastic Force

. that is, the elasti
gives D
F -}- ~
-j
or compressive Force is as the Cube Root of that PoW£f
pf the Density, whose Index is n\ i. 5. Hence if E the elastic Force be as the Density
$
,
“ "K.
in any Fluid ; then the general Expression D
3
»-f-2
# - |_ 2
and
becomes E —, whence in that Cafe •—-— ~ 1, aI1
“
so n-{- 2= 3 and n~ i. Consequently , in such a Fl u^
F is as y , or the Particles repel each other with Foi'c£S
that are 1reciprocally proportional to the Distance f
tsieir Centres . Such then is the Property of theAU
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and the more so as the Weight of
incumbent Air is greater ; and hence
Eee the Denjity of
the Air is greatest at
Earth ’s Surface , and decreases upwards
t;jj^*e°metr ical Proportion to the Altitudes
^ en in arithmetical ProgreJJion. Now it is
that the Air is four Times more rare
at
Hofep.-

'yhi^ • ensity is always proportional to the Forces
bty- ^ nipresses it, which is also proved by the fol6 _ ? Experiment.

A^ T et: Mercury be poured into an inflected Tube
Plate
s |ieilpen
’ °
at both Ends , to a small Height as BC . XXIX
sopping the Orifice D very close with a Cork or Fig . 4.
j'icg] "0, measure the Length of confined Air DC very
As 13nd pom- Mercury into the other Leg A B, till
*he
above the Surface of .that in C D be equal to
'MsJ ' Bht at which it stands in the Barometer. Then
Hi/ a]a the Air in the shorter Leg will be compressed
lhe tvh^ ° rce twice as great as at first when it possessed
J^ e Space CD ; for then it was compressed only
^oight of the Atmosphere ; but now it is
l ehh S^
tfi
^t Weight , and the additional equal
°f a Column of Quicksilver . Let E be now
3ce os the Mercury in the Leg C D , and upon
^ E , the Space into which the Air is now
(>S,cf it will be found to be j ust half the former
, 7. b
that is, DE = iDC.
f^bjt eriCe it appears that the Spaces S = DC, and
.'^ergj^ phich a given Quantity of Air possesses
, under
d callv . ^ossuresp and P , are as those Pressures reci'b,
that is, S"; s P ; p. And because the Densities
ip ate r ere ts'e Quantity of Matter is given (An. LVI.
' b eCi procalIy as the Magnitudes of Bodies, viz.
th,
the Densities of the Air are as
k c0m s ■‘- 0^ j therefore
tner,
For
ro o
- —ces directly, viz . a' : D :: p : P6 the TPer T

ot

the Air

is the

Principle

to which

we

ttvention and Contrivance of several very use¬
ful
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at the Height of seven Miles than at ^
Earth ’s Surface ; and therefore at the
titudes of 7. 14. 21 . 28 . 35. 42 . 49 . $ C'
the Rarity of the Air will be 4. 16. 64*
256 . 1204. 4096 . 16384 . &c.
If the
Air were of an equal Denfi^
throughout , the Height of the Atmosph^

Ml/
ful Instruments and -Machines , some of which I ^
exhibit here, and others in the Sequel of this Wot <4^
8. We have strewn in the last Annotation that ,jj
Pressure of the Air , in its State of Mean Gravity , y j
support a Column of Quicksilver to the Altitude of
Inches ; and (in Annot. LXlII .) it was ,shewn that {‘5
specific Gravity of Mercury was to that of Water ? J
14 to 1 nearly ; therefore the said Mean Presfurf 0(
Air will sustain a Column of Water to the Pleigjl cc
14X29,5 = 413 Inches = 34 Feet 5 Inches . But Qq;
Mercury is not quite 14 Times as heavy as Water , ,
may take 400 Inches for the Measure of the Mean ^ ,1
vity of the Air on Water and 29,5 for Mercury ; and t ^
we shall have D C : D E :: P : 29,5 in Mercury W
D C : DE :: P : 400 , in Water ; consequently 40O
= DEXP.
of
9. Aga m, let the Standard Altitude of Mercys
Water be 11= 29,5 or 400, and let the Altitude f -0(i
A; then will P = FI4
and then the above E ^ Ad
will give this Analogy : As S : r H -fT : H, ^
S : S — s :: PI : or DE : E C :: H : h\ consecssfi^ F
by having DE or C E given, you know the An .(ii
h—F G . Thus for Example : Let DC = iO
it is reqtiired to find what Altitude of Water I 1 Q$
by its Pressure raise the Surface at C one Inch ? IEA . h
= 1, DE = g, and H= 400 : Then DE : CE -that is, 9 : 1 ;; 400 : 44,4 ; or F 6 = 44^ Inches 1^
]y, or 3 Feet 8;- Inches . Thus again, Query
titude F G that shall raise the Surface C 9 Inch ^y^ d
of the Whole ? Say, As 1 : 9 :: 400 : 3600 = 1 J e<)
300 Feet . Thus the Altitudes are found Dr 41K
tenth Part of the whole Soace D C , as in the f° xi°
Table.
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ght be determined ; for by Experiment
find the Length of a Column of Air 72
J -'et high is equal in Weight to one Inch of
ater of the fame Base : Hence the Den-

ltll

jW °f Air is to that of Water as 1 to 864.
v. ls also found by Experiment, that the
e%ht of a Column of Air the Height of
file
Atmosphere will be equal to the Weight
of
. Feet. Inches.
■
■-

3 . 8
8
4
14
2
22
1

-

33

4

Feet. Inches.
6 —•— 50 O
7—
77 9
8
H 3
4
9 - 300 O
633 4
9^

(1,' °' Hence is deduced the Nature and Structure of
Ea-Gage
ll

>whose

, invented by Dr . Hales, and Dr . Befa¬
Description

thereof

I shall

here

give . AB

fs, 6 Hagc -Bottle , in which is cemented the Gage - Plate
the q , ^ t in the Brass Cap at G . The upper End of XXIX.
W e U^e I is hermetically sealed or closed ; the open I ig* 5*
hvjA ^ t»d f is immersed in Mercury C , on which
the A a hnall Thickness or Surface of Treacle . On
°P ° f the Bottle is screw'd on a Tube of Brass
intoh pierc ’d with several Holes to admit the Water
big e. Hottle -A B. The Body K is a Weight hangOrie gA ltsank
^*'
H, in a Socket N , with a Notch on
Sprjn^at® m, in which is forced the Catch / of the
they'xf • aiu' passing thro ’ the Hole L in the Shank of
Aght K , prevents its falling out when once hung
Whig
tbe Top , in the upper Part of the Brass
atr?’ *s hx 'd a large empty Ball, or full-blown
Wep.,er which
,,
must not be so large, but that the
^ may he able to sink the Whole under
Hlsw ^ he Instrument thus constructed , is used in the
l'*g Manner . The Weight K being hung on,
th?

j 40
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of a Column of Water of the same Ba&
and 32 Feet, or 384 Inches high : Wher^
fore 864 multiplied by 384 will product
331776 Inches , or a little above 5 Mil eS’
for the Height of the Atmosphere,
the Density every where the same as at
Earth.
BV?
the Gage is let fall into deep Water , and sinks so
Bottom ; the Socket N is somewhat longer than t!1
Shank L , and therefore, after the Weight K comes .
the Bottom , the Gage will continue to descend, tl _
the lower Part of the Socket strikes against the Weigh *’
this gives Liberty to the Catch to fly out of the Host 7I
and let go the Weight K ; when this is done, the
or Bladder I, instantly buoys up the Gage to the T °r
of the Water .
(
12. While the Gage is under Water , the
having free Access to the Treacle and Mercury in G
Bottle , will by its Pressure force it up into the Tube r ’
and the Height to which it has been forced by the greH
est Pressure, viz. that at the Bottom, will be fhe-wst jj
the Mark in the Tube which the Treacle leaves beb'si
it, and which is the only Use of the Treacle . Cf
shews into what Space the whole Air in the Tube *
is compress’d ; and consequently , by the Rule (in A ..
9) the Height or Depth of the Water , which by s.
Weight produced that Compression, which is *
Thing required .
u
13. If the Gage -Tube F f be of Glass, a
might be drawn on it with a Point of a Diamond , ibe ^
nig, by Inspection , what Height the Water
above the Bottom , which Scale is made from the Nu ^
bers in the foregoing Table , where the Division ’As
be made for Hundredth Parts , as well as Tenths . . #
the Length of 10 Inches is not sufficient for fath0'1^
Depths at Sea, since it appears by the Tabst , 1 p
when all the Air in such a Length of Tube is comP
2
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^ U t smce the Density of the Air deit will be more
Cre ases with the Pressure,
defied and expanded the higher we go;
^ by this means the Altitude of the At¬
mosphere
fed•

is not more
an ^ nc‘1’ t^'e f^ ePt,n Water
Feet, which is not half a Quarter of a Mile.
If to remedy this we make Use of a Tube 50
rej es long , which for Strength may be a Musket-Bar?4 t arid suppose the Air compressed into an ioodth
: , t °r \ an Inch ; then by saying, As 1 : 99 :: 400
Inches , or 3300 Feet ; even this is but little
teas t^ an half a Mile , or 2640 Feet . But since ’tis
jCablc to suppose the Cavities of the Sea bear some
tvlj] , rt’°n to the fnountainous Parts of Land , some of
hCeare^ more than three Miles above the Earth ’s Surto explore such great Depths , the Doc¬
'
tor therefore
ile ^?ttrlved a new Form for his Sea-Gage , or rather
Plate
li0]j e Gage -Tube in it, as follows. B C D F is a
x,xvm.
'vith'VMetalline Globe , communicating on the Top
oftJ a long Tube A B, whose Capacity is £ Part of that Fig. 6.
sbohe . On the lower Part , at D , it has also a
The h 'leDE , to stand in the Mercury and Treacle.
^ontaln ’d in this compound Gage -Tube is
CQHin
by the Water , as before ; but the Degree of
far Cej| re ®on, or Height to which the Treacle has been
fore P cannot here be seen through the Tube : There Bender Rod of Metal or
^or, !i° an*wer that End,
v, ‘
d>
W
up
Top
the
on
Knob
uQw>tha
h,
*o
,
- , must , be thrust
'‘T''
V
^ of the Tube AB , which will, receive the
of the Treacle , and strew it when taken .out.
Tube A B be 50 Inches long , and of such
"
a i>or'e the
lflch0ras l'nat every Inch in Length should be a cubic
toSeth J^' r’ an^ the Contents of the Globe and Tube
C°'ti Dr^r ^ 00 Cubic Inches ; then , when the Air is
S^ within ioodth Part of the Whole , it is
5
will not approach nearer than
^ Chec t£-le,
ee to
I) e ° u ^ ^ °P of the Tube , which will agr
this dJ ^ , of 3300 Feet of Water , as above. Twice
epth will compress the Air into half that Spa
nearly,
0Z4
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mosphere becomes indefinite , and ter# *"
nates in pure Æther, But
though we caP"
not affign the real Altitude of the Atm 0^
phere , it is certain from Observations af*c
E%f'
nearly, viz. 2 | Inches , which corresponds to
Feet , which is a Mile and a Quarter . Again, ^
that Space, or xj- Inch , will fliew double the fo r!A
Depth , viz. 13200 Feet , or two Miles and a ba ’
which is probably very nearly the greatest Depth of (
Sea.
,
Ts f<
16. A Gage of this Kind may be of very great ^j
in many other Cafes. Thus the prodigious Force
Compression arising from Freezing may be accuracy
tried : Let a Bomb of cast Iron six or eight Inches P' 1*,
meter, and about one Inch thick , besid ’d with W* 11
^
then if a small Gage of this Sort be made and six'u
a Stick , which is to be set upright in the Middle of fj
Bomb , so that the Gage Bottle may be in the ceU^q
Part ; and if then the Hole of the Bomb be fast fete"^
up , the Bomb covered over with a freezing
(which is made of equal Quantities of Salt and St 10
or pounded Ice ) in a little Time the Water will bc£[5
to freeze all round the Inside of the Bomb, and b/
Expansion will produce a greater Force upon the * ■
ter, and a greater Degree of Compression of the
of course, than by any other Means yet known : ^e(i
this may be continued till it shall burst the Bomb,
the Gage taken out of the globular Shell of Ice
Water will be frozen only on the Outside ) will
'•
the exact Quantity of this Force of Compression. e)
17. Doctor Halesthe
(
Author of this Contrh' 3^
actually made the Experiment , but not having
cured the Gage, it was broken to Pieces ; but fss'i
computing the Force necessary to burst an Iron
an Inch thick , it appeared that this Force was *b ° U
equal to 1340 Atmospheres, or the Pressure of 3^
But
times the Weight of 33. Feet of Water . 3J"~£
0'
Computation was made upon Supposition that the ^
hesion of cast Irpn is the fame with that of Iron - ^ ^ ut
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xPeriment , that 45 or 50 Miles is the
ttioft Height where the Density is sufficient

^ refi 'aci a Ray of Light ; and therefore
Air may he esteemed the Altitude of the
^en^lD^e De^

of Density.

SIX ).
Since
ki

'Uta .

^ | If: must be considerably
cotii 6bministied
'
to 1000 ;
its Ptesa’j jnto I000 times
LUra
l State , and must in

less,
and
less
that

so the Number 1340
then the Air mult be
Space than it had in
Cafe have been more

Cor£irnt^lan Water
V at ° n Air was

: For its Density then to that of
as 1000 to I ; whereas the Density of
jjj6r and Air are but as 860 to x.
"With
' Aster the same Manner may be tried the Force
dried Feas , Beans , &c. expand with MoiIfoj,’ wsien confined in a Bomb ; for it must be a very
Vessel indeed , since it has been found by Expe¬
ls jw tkey will burst a Gun - Barrel in swelling . In
a ner also the elastic Force of factitious Air ge’ft stf hom Bodies by Fermentation
may be estimated
°th er nice
and entertaining Manner : With many
'''ill rst bstgs of this Sort , which the ingenious Reader
re adil
st excogitate of himself.
\ la tid
1. The Density of the Air on one
Aq q ar>d the Rarity on the other , are both limited :
f ‘sensation
can reach so far as to cause a Penetraof p
‘M be arts ; the umost Limit , therefore , of Density,
jstLced * Perfect Pieman , or a given Quantity of Air
A>te . ' st 0 a Space absolutely full , or without any
pstp cb is a Degree of Density that has not been,
0 ably never will be, in the Power of Art to
letted n otsior
Hand , the Rarity of the Air cannot
ti°r ths 6,
but has its Limit from its Gravity :
' ebo
'- Rarefaction of the Air be still greater as
!ts .Spr- ance Lorn the Surface of the Earth increafeth,
yVi
\ 1jc,S at length will be so weaken ’d, that the force
'-bo Particles tend upwards from those next
below
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S I N c E the Gravity of the Air is so va>
rious , that at one time it will sustain a P'1'1'
lar of Mercury 31 Inches high , when ^
another it will raise it but to the Heigh *-0
28 Inch eS(

w

below them, will be less than the Force of Gravitfc
which they tend downwards.. The Rarefaction °‘ Q,
Air must therefore He bounded, where these two of?
site Forces come to balance each other.
3. Now though we cannot possibly define the
of the Atmosphere, yet we may still investigate 71^
much the Air is rarefied at any proposed Altitude $ j;
the Earth ’s Surface : For doing which , several
have been proposed; some of which are very tessi0^
and difficult to be understood. I shall here illustra^ p
Isaac’s Theorem for that Purpose, which is very c0lf tu
and plain . It requires only two different Densities ,
Air , at two given Altitudes above the Earth ’s Sun^ j,
to be known , and which we easily obtain by E^P
ment as follows.
,<0\
4. Take a Vial AEFB, fill ’d two Thirds se1'„
Water to C D ; in which let a long Tube I G i°so
at both Ends ) be immersed, and closely cemen te j
the Vial at A B, so that none of the included Ah
escape. This done, blow a little Air through ^
Tube into the Vial , which increasing the Spring 0
contained Air , will cause it to raise and support 2 p
lumn of Water in the Tube , to such a Height H , th*.^
Weight , together with that of a Column of Air
on its Surface H , is equivalent to the increased ^P1
of the confined Air.
5. The Vial and Tube thus prepared are to be
ried up
■ ~
“
to the Top of a Tower , Mountain , or sem6 st
Place ; and in . the Ascent, since the Column
(0
pressing on the Water at H is constantly shortens ^
its Force of Pressure will be diminished, Tlse-Wpii*
of the Air in the Vial will therefore keep the
,lCi>
of Water constantly rising in the Tube ; so that v
you have ascended the Height of about 72 f eet’t),F
Water in the Tube will have risen from H to E, /
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^ Inches, in the Barometer ; it follows
^ at may
take 294 Inches of Mercury
■,*e^ mean Altitude , and consequently its
e‘ght for the mean Weight of a Pillar of
the
Air
oth^ acef° one Inch ; and so in Proportion For any
if. Cr Altitude , as I have several Times found by tryS the Experiment.
IncK* r°m hence it appears, that the Altitude of one
or Water
is equivalent to the Altitude of 72 Feet,
Vit t Inches of Air ; and therefore the specific Grafrj I° Air is to that of Water as x to 864, or, as Sis
vityC^ as stated h , 860 . Now since the specific Gra~
for^ °/^ ater is to that of Mercury as x to 14, therehe_
specific Gravity of Air to that of Mercury will
'thsv* to 860X14 —12040 ; and since the Height of Merif y upported by the Air in the Barometer is 2,5 Feet 5
say’ As 1 : 12040 : : 2,5 : 2,5X12040 = 30100
cv tvsiich
’
would be the Height of the Air were it
ryM* re as dense as at the Earth , or about 5? Miles.
■ ut hnce the Air is not uniformly dense, we must
by
Height by another Method to be taught by and
I st the mean time, a the Air’s Density constantly
b enyases, we shall Ihew how to find the Ratio of its
t ^ y at any Altitude to that at the Earth ’s Surface.
VfjjjJ*bnce the Densities are as the compressing Force,
siir ’" s as the Altitude of the incumbent Column of
*<to and since the Weight of Mercury is to Water as
liiHf^ it is plain that the Air which supports a CoMercury 2,33 Feet , will sustain a Column of
i^r^ f *0 t'le Height of 33 Feet . The Density on the
8, f ^ rface then is as 33.
Air i/° a*n it
» is evident, since 860 Feet Altitude of
eSUal in Weight to 1 of Water , therefore at the
. °f 860 Feet above the Earth , the Air (conti**
t^le i"ame State ) would sustain only 32 Feet of
"ty Qy‘ At the Height therefore of 860 Feet , the Dem*
c 9*H ^ ‘r ‘Sas 32Qiinj
the Density at airy other Altitude is easily
at>ds? y
Hyperbola /a i b, and its Asymptotes SF
the Centre of the Earth , and A its Sur**
Vq, rl etl the
Earth ’s Semidiameter S A 22 4000
0t-Hi
L
Miles

14-6
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I

Air of the same Base. But a Column
Mercury whose Base is one Square Inch, any
Altitude 297 , weighs about 15 Ib. which 15
equal to the Pressure of Air on eves/
Square Inch ; and therefore upon eves/

Squas*
Plate
XXVIII.
Fig . 7.

Miles neatly , of 21120000 Feet . Take A B s
Feet , and let the Density of the Air he required for afv
other Height , as AC — 7 Miles , or 36960 Feet . K
the Points , A , B , C , erect the Perpendiculars A
B I, C K, which let be made proportional to theDeI\
Pities of the Air in the Points A , B , C ; that is,
AH : B I : : 33 : 32 , and AH : C K :: 33
from the Points H , I , let fall the Perpendiculars Hf> 1j
10 . Then putting 8A —A «— 8B —s, 8C — ^
then A^

SB : SA : : Aa : Rb — thus
— ;
Cc
a
T, ,
ar — rr
, ,
_
brB b—, and Act — Li = -

And pus 1

«
33 : 32 :: AH : BI . Then by the Nature of
th”1
Hyperbola , we have the Area thiu as the Logan'
of

and the Area thkw

as the Logarithm of

the Area thi u \ th kw ' \ L
Coroll. to

Prop. XXII

t hi u : t h kw A
::

.

>°

. Lib. 2 . of the Principia)
aB
— /> A ct ■ "

b— r
b
a ' b '
11 . Now , because a —r AB
—

(b1

But

: L.

it >b'
*■ff

b r-

860
AC

— 36960 , we have

: 860 , and b —'

21120000

36960_

_: '

' 2115696°
mr

._„ nO>

L . — : L . — ; whence we have L.
n
x
x
a, 573 ^
therefore L an —
0,573190 ; whence
0,57319 ° — Li-x 0,945324
—
, the Number aniw
1
to which is 8,817 — x— C K , the Density requ > ^
Or, .the Density at A is to the Density at C as A
CK , or as 33 to 8,817 , which is nearly as 4 to *•
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wiU be 2160 lb. \ and

1^ 1. Square

Feet for

the

alSur-

^ Ce of the Body of a middle - sized Man , it
E sustain a Pressure of 31320 Pounds,
or
tljj jt f r°m the Nature of the Hyperbola it is plain,
grcfr en“ l'ies
», x , must
be in a geometric Prolefgh
But to (hew these Things more generally:
7 ". = x be a variable Distance , and its Fluxion
5 let the Density CK
the compressing
Vitya lri the Altitude C as v, and the Power of Grabe tj. S£ Then will the specisic Gravity of the Air
Q se
gy ; for it will be as the Density y when
sienJ ^ ty g is given , and as the Gravity when the
ls given : and when neither is given , it will be
? 0lI 'tly as both.
“ince the whole ^Weight or Pressure of a Column
any h,
IjpmGgeneous Fluid , of a uniform Density , is as
;
\ J.
Gravity multiplied by its Magnitude , (byAt'ft*
Qr av- ■ to .) and if the Base be the fame as the said
U^ i y multiplied by the Altitude , and therefore its
ste
^ e ^P ec^ c Gravity multiplied by the Fluxion
^
tft^ tude therefore
’
we have gy x i = — - >, bejr £ ^ e density of the Air thro ’ the very small Spaed
J*
“e look ’d upon as uniform ; and since the Press
‘‘'it ^ teassz as the Altitude x increases , therefore it i,
the Fluxion of it negative , viz. —- <i>.
st the
Gravity g be as Xm
—, and the Density y as
y\\
th,

WCrn of the compressing Force v , viz . if y u: - ",

before .

~ , by taking the Fluxions we havd

I >
-"-j.

tion

lSyx:

It

In the Place of g and i in the Equav, let their Values be substituted , and we

I

7'
st . If We

put n— 1, that is, if the Density be as tnd

C°Veir inS for
ce, we have —

Now ,

since'
any
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or 14 cTons, when the Air is of a
Gravity .
This prodigious Force wE
crust1
any Quantities
x-^ a, 4 # -2a, x-\ -$a, in arithn^ 1'
eal Progreslion, have all their Fluxions equal and 1
fame, viz. x ,• therefore if any Quantities —— be ^
*“ffi- - T)ct
1
ken in such a Progreslion, their Fluxions -y"
or

- —i

will

be all the (ame or constant ;

'■

—

±:

(q (C

th^ e

i ; consequently J : 7, that is, the

ions of the Densities are as the Densities themfe^js
which therefore are in Geometrical Progreslion, "
manifest from the Doctrine of Fluxions.
fur
16. If in the fame Hypothesis you put m—i, s'°
pose the Gravity to be every where uniform, or glV
'then
—
If now we take '—- constant, or
x
Jf
: x, then will the Distances x be in Geometrical Pr°S
,

y

■.

non ; and in that Cafe also we have — — 1, or /
y
top
whence also the Densities/are in Geometrical Progt ei
1—
17. The Fluent of the above Equation — _y " 3

n

US
"'
--1 Jfi—1®4Qj aconstantQl13
x”> 1S 1 —n ^
tity . Here, ’tiS plain, it cannot he n 0— , f°r
1
„]tf
y 0 — Infinite ; nor can m~ l, because then i£
be x1—”‘x° zi 1, and so the Density y would h" f0!
where the same, or constant ; neither can n
1’

JZ2

I

cQj

then y “ = y 11— 0. To determine the Value J 0
we must first define the Altitude SF, where the V qJ/
vanishes, or/ —s, and call it «= SF ; then weh ave
m— x

a i —m . an d hence

tn-
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ush us into a very small Compass, were it
that it is equal on every Part , and coun¬

terbalanced
'V‘leretis’

plain - -

? ought to be a positive Number,

i

jsss than Unity , that while the Distances * increase,
e Densities y may decrease.
bep ^ the Altitude at which the Density y vanishes
‘uPposed infinitp, then Q^= s, and the Equation is

y” i—
—
i *7 \

—#

7)1—I

m,

For if in the Equation (Art-.

.

a x— **

and x — Infinite, then -m—i

^ er efore2-

—. -

771-1

771-X

, and so a ~
.

xz=

.

m—i — o;
Infinite, con' '

ry to Supposition.
cf 19« If now the Gravity be reciprocally as the Squares
1Distance
, or m =; 2, we have the Equation
-

n

yn ~

i

j

7)i— I

——"

^ —« become y
I—n

i

zz >-*j
x

p estcey will be reciprocally as xr-—1, which is a general
for any Hypothesis of the Ratio of the comCo ®ng Power and Density. Thus , if you suppose the
sl> re fling Force in the duplicate Ratio of the Dentfiat is, f ; v, theny = c»f , and »= §•, and therefore

ft

==

r , whence y will be reciprocally as x,

Ceafi those Cases of Scholium to Prop. XXII . Lib. I,
e ^ r indpia are derived, and any others at Pleasure,
it jS° - The Density of the Air decreasing indefinitely,
AtmeV
s dent tfiere is no certain Limit or Boundary of the
orsphere
^
, which gradually rarefies into pure Æther,
bffpA*0’ as' ^ s often called. But since-one principal
the p °Ct^le Air is the Refraction of Lights •and since
of ;naxl lc^es of Light are the smallest Bodies we know
6fwVi^ ature, ’tis reasonable there to fix the Boundary
nat we may properly call Air, in the Altitude where
Of J!

L t

4

i -50
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terbalanced by the equal Re- action of
Spring of the Air within us (XC).
fllS

Plate
XXIX.
Fig . 2.

it begins to have the Power of producing this least
sect in Nature, viz. the refractinga Ray of Light.
21. To discover this Altitude of the Air, we havS
the following Method. Let ADF be the Surface of th®
Earth, S the Sun below the Horizon, S B a Ray 0
Light touching the Earth ; which is reflected by a P®r''
ticle of Air, in the highest Part at B, in the tioriz0*^
tal Line BA to a Spectator at A. The Angle SBv
is the Depression of the Sun below the Horizon in th**
Cafe, which, because it is at the Moment Twilig’5
ends, is known from Observation to be about 18 D®'
grees. But because BA is also a Tangent, the Angj?
ACD — SBN — i8 Degrees; and the Angle A ^ B
— \ A C D = 9 Degrees; which would be true, did th®
Ray SB pass through the Atmosphere without Refracts*
but because it does not, but is refracted or bent towat®
5
H , the Angle A C B must be diminished by the horiz oir
tal Refraction, which is about half a Degree ; w’neIlCe
the Angle ALB — 8° 30'.
22. Therefore in the right- angled Triangle A ^ 5^
we have all the Angles given, and one Side, {viz- A ^
r= 4000 Miles, or the Semidiameter of the Earth)
find the Side BC, thus,
As the Sine ABC — 8i ° 30' — 9.995203
Is to the Side A C — 4000 — 3. 602060
So is Radius
90° — xo. oooooO
To the Side BC = 4044 ! — 3.606857
wherefore BC—HC —HB —44 ^ Miles, the Height
the Atmosphere required.
(XC ) 1. Since a cubic Inch of Mercury weighs ^7
nicely 8,1 oz. Avcrdupois
, a Pillar of Mercury, vvh°
Base is one square Inch, and
Ib. 0%.

1r

14
. 37

Altitude < 29s >Inches, will weigh v 14 15 ? set 1'
^3 * **
ixJ
15 13
2. So that the Air, at a mean Gravity, is equival eI1
j
to the Pressure of 15 ib. upon every square Inch;
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^HE Weight of the Air is proved by a
§reat Variety of curious Experiments , the
principal of which here follow.
(i .) By
upon every square Foot it will be equal to 2x60
^ a^d 2160 X 14,5 — 31320 Ib. or 14 Tons nearly,
\yx^ eight or Pressure sustain’d by a middlc-siz’d Man.
Air is lightest, this Pressure is 13J Tons;
3 the
j Mien heaviest, it is 141s Tons , the Difference is
c’* Ton , — 2464 Ib. the Weight with which we are
‘“Ptess’d more at one Time than another.
^ ' This great Difference of Pressure must greatly affC(
. Us in regard to the animal Functions , and conseftaently in respect to our Health . If a Person, for InaH^rnatical, he will find his Disorder ini e with the Levity of the Air ; for since a pure,
elastic Air, which is very heavy, is only capable
ig/uftend his Lungs in Respiration , when the Air is
]J ^ mpmss’d by its diminifh’d Weight , it will have
the
^ s Elasticity, and so be less capable of expandingDifthe Valetudinarian will therefore find his
ty of Breathing increase in Proportion.
Again, the Reason why we think the Air lightest:
the ^ Eather, when it is really heaviest, is because
5ri d^ eatest Pressure constringes and braces the Fibres
]W serves , and brings them to a due Tone , by which
W* 118 the Blood- Vessels act with their full Power
t0 Natural Vigour ; hence a proper Velocity is given
Qj^sl6 Fluids , and a greater Momentum to overcome
hti ru^ '° ns in the Capillaries ; thus by a brisk Circuf the Fluids , and a due Compression of the Solids0fl°
ud ourselves firm and well, alert and light , and
ther fV£^
fancy the Air is so.
E
lefpgj Whereas , on the contrary , when this Pressure is
CojA~ by near 2500 Ib, the Fibres are relax’d, the
Q[ rcr I 'T Force of the Vessels diminished, a languid
pen Uat '° n ensues, Obstructions , Viscidities, &c. hapaad>an^ Produce Agues, Fevers, Aches, Cc . in some;
bea a^>a Sort of Indolence or gloomy Inactivity , and
therefore we imagine that it results
fr 0tJ)and ;
6 If 6 heaviness of the Air, when it isjust the contrary.
*st be required to find the Weight of the whole At-

^hercfore

L 4

mofphere
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(i .) By

actually

weighing

it

in a nlC*

Balance ; where we stiall see that one GaHoJi
of Air will weigh a Dram very nearly*
(a .) By filling a Glass Tube with Mercury*
and inverting it in a Bason of the sac1®
Fluid , where it will appear that , a Coluiu®
will be supported in the Tube by the
Wdght or Pressure of the Air , to upward
the Height of 28 Inches . (3.) By taking
the Air off from the Surface of the Quick"
silver in the Gage of the Air- Pump , which
then immediately rises by the Pressure
the external Air . (4.) By exhausting a
Receive1"
mofphere on the Earth ’s Surface, we may proceed thus Suppose the Earth ’s Diameter in round Numbers 8°0<?
Miles , the Area of a great Circle will he 8000 X 8C°^
X 0,7854

slate
XXIX.

Dg *3-

= 50266400

square

, which multiply
by 4, gives 20x065600 square Miles
Miles for the Surface 0
the Earth ; but because we took the Diameters li £t .
too large, we may take 200,000,000 for the NuM^
of square Miles in the Earth ’s Surface ; in one fq u3r
Mile are ( 5280X5280 =:) 27878400 square Feet, there7
fore on the Earth ’s Surface we have 557
56800000OOO
0
square Feet , which multiplied by 2160 (the Pressure oi>
each square Foot , Art. 2.) gives
Ib. for the whole Pressure. N .120434688000000000^
B. Since 2240 Ib. »’a'.
a Ton , the Pressure2160 !b. upon a square Foot , 1*vel7
near a Ton Weight ,
7. I shall now present the Reader with a SoIutioUA^
a very curious Problem, viz . To find the Thickness\ P
of an hollow Ball or Globe F D M E, made of any
Metals
whose specific
. Gravity is known) such tbed *
Jhall jwim immersed in Part or wholly in any hotnogent
0
Fluid, whofo specific Gravity is also known. Let A B
the Surface of the Fluid , and let the Globe F D E
therein , immersed to the Depth LM , and let the fp eCl
Gravity of the Metal be to that of the Liquor as 1 co * ■
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to

.

Reiver placed over the Hole of the Brass
j^ ate on
the Pump , which will then be
fast on by the Pressure of the incumAir. Or , (5.) More demonstratively
Exhausting a small Receiver under one
ar Ser,
an(j letting in the Air at once
it ; which will then be fasten5d to.
Hate as before, though not placed over
^ Hole. (6.) By placing the Hand on
^ , open Receiver , and exhausting , the
^
of the Air on the Hand will be exv ^ ely sensible. (7.) By placing a plain
^. e of Glass on the said open Receiver,
lch> when the Air is a little exhausted,
will
putting the Diameter FM —D , HN —</,
“ '* >We have the spherical Shell equal to the Sphere
■
; also the
■Sphere HIK , that is,
6
^ silent of t}je Liquor DME , is .^%D
* — 3d i and, in
^se 0r
atl Equilibrium between these Quantities , we have
* D xz fix 3
. 6 ' :— : : n 1: . Whence we thai!
,^ 2 D
3D
a u ~ i£ )x*n— 2nx3; and thence D 3—
t^7
, . 2 nx 3,
—
or D 1—7x nA- - — — dl ; whence
D
r~
D —d
2 nx 1
Therefore
%-p
, JV/D*~ 3#*a D
1 hi.
9. j^ ne ss of the Shell required,
^1
vVe Oppose the Body to swim in the Fluid
then * = D , and d - ^/jFx
^ow admit FDE be a Sphere of Copper
' ss Wh lf" Hiameter, and that the Fluid Medium be
° le specific Weight to that of Copper is as I to
8,6q
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will be broke into Pieces by the Weight 0
the Air . (8.) A Bladder tied over ^
fame Glass will be broke in the fame
ner . (9.) the Air exhausted from a ^
Bottle under a Receiver , and then fuddeu;
let in, will , by its Weight , instantly red^
it to very small Pieces. (10.) A Bottle br°^
by the fame means another Way . (11.)
putting a Piece of Wood under QuickC
in the Receiver, and then exhausting .
Air , and letting it in again , it will by 1
Weight force the Quicksilver into the P°r,
of the Wood , and very sensibly increase l,
Weight . (12.) The exhausted Brass
spheres prove not only the prodigy
Weight of the Air , but also the QuaU^
thereof very exactly , (t z.) By exhaust1
Glass Bubbles swimming in Water , and
ing the Air in again , it will force the
.
into the Bubbles, and make them **
t T A1

1

-7—, and therefore

860X9 = 7640 ; hence n
~ I-

-d— —
764 o

*

7640
■and because D =

764 °

10

Feet , °{

1!

^

Inches, therefore 120

™ = d zz 110,09 %>3

n ,

-

- 6,004 = FH , the Thickness of the Met3
2

_

_

,

quisite for the Globe to swim in Air.
. eceS
xo. But in order to this, one Thing more is fli*
fary, viz. that the Concavity of the Globe be a Pu^Q\ofj
sr Vacuum : for if it be filled with Air only , d 16 ^

5
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j*4-). The Syringe with its Weight defcendln V2cuo, and ascending again upon the
^ fission of Air , does very prettily prove
ne Prejsure of the Air, and the Rationale of
yring es j n g eneral (XGI).
That
Milr
_
,
-niC ’n the Air, be it ever so thin ; because in that
Aitmust
“
be heavier than an equal Bulk or Globe of
4s cuce
,"
we see how impossible a Thing is that
fytj
r favigatlon, which Franciscus de Lanh and other
\l Je-Mongers have amused us with , before true
tul^ Phy appeared to deliver us from those vain SpenS’ an<^ ^"ru ^^e^s Attempts that may be grounded
h/I.
I shall here give the Rationale of the seve¬
re,, æn °mena of the Experiments on the Air -Pump , as
$Ujjj
f shewn in the Order of my Lectures on this
The first of which is, to shew the absolute
\f
6f the Air by weighing it in a Balanceof
;
which
l )(^ e already
given an Account in Annotation
2.
EXPERIMENT
II.
^
jC\ . J. X-J A.V. J- XVXXUIN x
XX.
If the
second is, fixing a small Receiver on the Plate
lr -pump, by exhausting the Air out os it. The
“\V
*L
\v a. °f which is, that the Pressure of the Air acts
cHla
rj ° ne on the Outside of the Glass, and perpendi^Ualf °n hs Top , and presses it down with a Force
^es j^0 1° many Times 15 Ib. as there are square In^
Top of the Glass, or in the largest horizon>ipoli° nof it- The Spring of the Air , ( which is always
to the Pressure) being now taken away from
j 'hfep ae Receiver
, will leave it to sustain the
, 0|,ce of Pressure, which will therefore fix it fast
t0ePlate.
^

>,z. -p.

EXPERIMENT III.

%e ^ he Third Exp eriment fixes the Glass firmly on the
, “is .. . - beforef over the Hale, but on one Side of it.
cr°ne, to undeceive People in regard to the commo

W,° US Notion of a Suction, which they su PP°*
th? A
ng w'thm -side of the Glass that draws tt do
A*r passes out though the Hole. But when th y

as
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That Water rises in Pumps, Syph°n!l
and all kinds of Water Engines, by

M

fee the Glass placed on one Side the Hole under a ^
ceiver, and that as the Air is drawn out of the
ver it will by its Spring all escape from under the C
at the same tjime, and then when the Air is let into
Receiver all at once, it falls on the little Glass, and h ^
it down in such Manner that it is plainly seen to »*
into the Leather upon the Plate ; I say, when all, th**(

seen and considered, it entirely eradicates that vU^
Error , and sets the Truth in a clear Light,
IV.
EXPERIMENT
4. The Fourth Experiment fixes a Person’s
is done by the D
the Top of an open Receiver. This
sure of the Air on the Top or Back of the Hand , ^ ^
the Spring of the Air is wanting within the Recei',er{()
counter -acl it . This great Pressure is very fen
the Hand , though pot hurtful ; and the Skin and f
is visibly pressed down between the Metacarpal B0?^
The Spring of the Air in the bland at the fame ^
exerts .itself, by extending the Skin and Flesh °y. j ff
Part of the Hand on the Glass as far down as P° ^ ji'
by which means the Blood flows thither in great
tity , as in Cupping , and makes the Part look very ^
If the Area of the Top of the Receiver be 4
Inches , the Hand will be pressed or kept on by a W B
equal to 60 Ib.
,/
V .
EXPERIMENT
5. The Fifth Experiment is fixing the Brass Hetrujff^
together by the Pressure of the external Air , in suchfj■ -jjis
ner as to require two strong Men to pull them asunder■
is done by exhausting the Air from their Cavity’ (o
thereby taken away the Spring, leaving the Pre** 4
act alone. If the Diameter of the Hemispheres
Inches , the Area will be 12,556 Square Inches,
rpultiplied by 15 gives 188,3 Ib. by which they aTe
pressed together,
F
VI .
EXPERIMENT
6. The Sixth Experiment stews the Spring °sJr lltef l,>
throwing the Air out.of a Glafs- Bubble through there jjf,
vjbich it is placed, in Form of large round Bubbles°J fsst
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the Air only , is made evident by
faj(j Pressure (in the exhausted
off
Receiver)

Assure of

*Th '

•

by taking the Pressure of the Air off the
tb£ Water in the Jar under the Receiver ;
to Dy that means the Spring of the Air having nothing
theAUnter- act or confine it, will exert itself, and cause
of ,r to escape out of the Bubble, and from all Parts
*T0 e Water , in very small Globules rising up to the
is j ’ whence, by the way, it will appear, that Water
by/ ery porous Body, and all its Interstices posiessed
or n !\ which is now expanded into visible Volumes
°oules, and seen to make its Escape.
Vil.
EXPERIMENT
7T
Seventh Experiment is but a Part of the former,
that upon letting the Air again into the Receiver,
frp S°n the Surface of the heater, and by that means comt^>e whole Body of Water, and drives Part of it into
fir acuated Glafs- Bubhle, which then becomes heavier than
little^5 ? nd fab * t0 de Bottom. As there is but very
'A-ir left in the Bubble, its Spring will be very
' and so will yield to the Force of the external Air
the Water , and therefore will give the
hav ^ rtl htance till it becomes so far compressed as
that wt-3P^ r‘ng equal to that of the outward Air, or to
was in the Bubble at first. Its Density will
b'
\ wif t'le ^ ame kihb 5 and its Bulk , compared with
of the Bubble, will (hew what Part of
^
lbe tyL°^eulk
°le Quantity of Air remained after Exhaustion.
VIII.
EXPERIMENT
8. t
Macej . Eighth Experiment Jhews, that the fame Bubble,
fin, u ffh its Neck upona hollow Glass over a small Ba\kant - er the Receiver, upon exhausting the Air theJmall
°f Air in the Bubble will again expand itself
^>1(1
Pressure of the Air,
Hicjj1?* out all the Water. The
Bubble, being now
the
in
Water
the
kept
ore
e^
(jdcen
hnbbjg Way’ the Spring of the Air in the Crown of the
Water ^ dually exerts itself, and at last expels all the
that
it tP ea p Lpure, beFrom ofthis
cf*
Air is equal to
the Experiment
the Spring
-. 2 the Spring drives out all the a
*Use forced into the Bubble,
*S^

CC
3,id K

>re

one

r 57

i 5B
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Receiver ) from a Bason of Mercury,
then will not rise in the Pipe of the 8yri§5
ol>
k). The

EXPERIMENT
Experiment is the

Ninth

IX .

*

Expulsion of the

of an Egg through a small Hole in the little End !>f ■
Spring of the Air contained in the great End of the Awj
While the Egg is new and good, these is always a 1A
1
Quantity of Air contained in the great End between J?
Shell and the Skin or Putamen, which , upon taking
the Pressure of the Air from the Hole, will expand i® u
and drive out the White and Yolk through the said t*
in the little End.

EXPERIMENT

X .

m

io . The Tenth Experiment Jhews, that when h^fah
Shell of the Egg thus emptied is taken off, the said E
of Air will , upon Exhaustion , fe expand itself by its ^reJ
as to raise up the Skin of the Egg , and throw it Ai .js
out as to make the Resemblance of the entire Egg .
$

will happen only when the Egg is quite new ; f°r
the Egg
- grows stale, the Air will loss its Spring
bYn i*
- .
grees, and the Egg will become putrid or addle. *. ^
observed by Naturalists , that this included Bubble of
is absolutely necessary for the Production and
Matu-r^ ,
of the Chick , which is effected by the Warmth and*
mentation occasioned by the constant Incubation of thef1
EXPERIMENT
XI .
g
II .The Eleventh
Experiment is toJhew the great
st

K

of Air contained in all solid Bodies. For when a Pi eCP
Brass, Iron , Stone, (Ac. is put into the Water of £ J*
under the Receiver, and the Air drawn out , the Sps’*
of the Air contained in the Pores of those solid B0'diQ
A
will , by expanding the Particles , cause them to aPPf ii

on the Surface in numberless Globules , and cX^' of
curious Spectacle to the Eye , like the pearly Dp0°„eA
Dew on the Piles of Grafs ; all which suddenly d»aP”
by letting the Air in again.
EXPERIMENT
XII .
,
12. The Twelfth Experiment stews, that a Piete ^fCfe

•with a Weight added to it , to make it just fmk in the jf ^
will be raised to the Top, or made to swim , by exhaiif !fe((><p
Air. For
the 1Bubbles of Air which are expands
^
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drawing up the Piston, as it will in the

°PenAir.

The
,ts

Pn

ilS

®! adhering
to its Surface, render it lighter
'/*ater, in which Cafe it must necessarily rife to the
" °r swim.
,
EXPERIMENT
XIII.
p he Thirteenth Experiment shews, that Glafs-Images
% u°yles, which fink in Water, will, on exhaujling
rtf e t0 ^ ie
an^ s wim'
Eor the Bodies
W' 5t
.e®rmages, c5r. being hollow, are filled so far with
^ vit kS-t0 make them just sink ; and the rest of the
t^ peing possessed of Air, this Air will , upon taking
itiv* ”re Aure of the external Air , exert its Spring , and
JHctj j| ut the Water from the Images and Bubbles ; they
t w C° me hghter than the Water , and rife to the
^ en the Air is let in again, the Water re-enters
0<stes, and they sink down again.
EXPERIMENT
XIV.
Vt
Fourteenth Experiment jheivs that a Bladder
S Of
Implied
and funk
a rrWeight
to ujs
the Batr
U of Air , unu
J t*n'K ’with
WUtJ U
cigut
t-u
hP qm ^ ar f° PFater, with up on Exhaustion, rife to the
The Reason of which is, that when the
0^ the external Air is taken off, the Spring of
°its ^ closed Air will dilate and expand the Bladder
1? its p ^ nlk ; and then the Quantity of Water equal
w*ll he heavier than the Weight and
V dj 5and so will buoy them up to the Top,
s to the Laws of Hydrostatics, which fee.
It
EXPERIMENT
XV.
r he
i ••<rge e. Fifteenth Experiment raises Beer or Ale into
P^ea(l or Froth to the Top of the far. This
•°r tvhe 011 ac count of the great Tenacity of the Fluid ;
thep *tile Pressure of the Air is taken off, the Air
l>art®er expands itself into large Globules , to which
" 0QC’es of Beer adhering on every Side render
S h>he:
5it ^ irheavy to rife from the Surface, and fly away
Werer' 1 be Bubbles of Air being thus raised are,
(Y'veo ’ eongl urinated or stuck together by the ad,klrUltijj
,
tiv
_ thus rife in great
htitu^3ty'
the Liquor
; and
5flsjQ £s’ the upper Part being raised and sustained by
r sthqn of that below. When the Ajr is let in,

the
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The Spring of the Air is demonst^
by various Experiments: As, (i .) By 1 {
. ^

the Air -Bubbles contract , subside, and retire with' 1*-^
Pores of the Fluid . In the fame Manner Soap-^ a
Yeast, £sY. will rife in a Head.
EXPERIMENT
XVI .
f>
16.The Sixteenth Experi ment is exhibiting tkePhœf pi
ef Boiling Water in the exhaujled Receiver. To
this Pj
the Water must be as hot as the Finger can wct' Vft
when put under the Receiver. Upon exhausting ^
Air -Bubbles will be seen to rife very soon, and
(i
very small ; they soon appear bigger, and at last .jC
large, and rife with such Rapidity , as greatly to
ft
the Water , and cause it to appear in all the Circum# 3..^
of Boiling ; which Agitation of the Water will coH 11'jif !
till the Air be let in again, and then it will cease,
all will be quiet and still as at first. Some People *^e,
gine the Water grows hotter by boiling under the ^
reiver , as it does over the Fire ; not considering
Water boils only by the great Expansion and R^ ft
tion of the Air it contains, from whatever Cause ^Jft
ceeds, as from the Heat of Fire , from taking
Pressure of the Atmosphere by the Air -Pump , ^ '
EXPERIMENT
XVII.
17. The Seventeenth Experiment stews, that
Apple will be plums d out, and made to look fatfi -Sft
the exhaujled Receiver. The
Reason of which
Expansion of the Air in the Substance of the APJ
when the Pressure is taken off from its Surfa ce’ ft
though some Parts of the Skin be pervious to
eluded Air , (as appears by the little Streams rising ft
the Pores of the Apple placed in Water)
greatest Part of the Surface is not, and will not ^ cf
fore suffer the Air to pass out, but will yield
,1«
pand to its utmost Dimensions, (and sometim eS^
on which all the Wrinkles disappear, and t^e je[i'1'
puts on a youthful Face, till the Air be.again ftf
when it instantly returns to its former State o*
and fhrivel’d Countenance .
,
EXPERIMENT
XVIII .
u//f
18. The
Eighteenth Experiment exhibits the

NEUMATICS,
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Expansion
of a small Quantity of
in an emptied Bladder , when the Air
is

reat
lr

stt/f rance B
f -Air rising from all Parts of a vegetable
Va/ ance Very copi°usy through the Water in Vacuo. For
P re fl"ure ot the incumbent Air is taken off,
f>i “Pting of the Air contain ’d in the Air -Veffels of
tQ1}ts> will, by expanding the Particles , cause them
f0r rise from the Orifices of all the Vessels, and that
j>rea ^°ng Time together , by which is shewn what a
jJuhst Quantity of Air is contained in all vegetable
Side nces ’ anc^ fince n *s f een to come out of the
y>ejjS 0r all over the Surface of a Piece of Stick , as
P - from its transverse Sections, it is a convincing
'K _ ^ at the Texture of the Stems of Plants anc
h,•Oi1, 3c°nfifi of Vessels in a longitudinal and also in an
°ntal Position.
<v
EXPERIMENT
XIX.
'Vcl'Nineteenth Experiment Jhews the Method of
apj ln£ a vegetable Subsance with Quicksilver. Thus if
knifeCe Stick
be cut even at each End with a Pen¬
ilee Air
A’. ar*d immersed in Mercury , upon pumping out
from the Receiver it will at the fame Time
'■he .
tw ° ut of the Pores of the Wood through the Mer^ as will be visible at each End . When the Air is
a0df a§ain, it falls on the Surface of the Mercury,
\ e0r<es it into the Pores of the Wood to possess the
Vj i of Air . When the Wood is taken out and
”efoje ,"
will be found several times heavier than
si ave changed its Colour , being now of
the q h Hue all over ; and if split or cut transversely,
IC^ l' ver will be seen glittering in all its Pores,
hr °Ogh every Part .
.
■
,.*0,
.< 0< T EXPERIMENT
XX.
C Bfider i twentieth Experiment is the breaking of a
eti g(j y ^ e Weight of the Air. For if the Bladder
^ aa st' 3Ver ° neod
^
of an open Receiver, as the Air is
a PresT^ t’^'e Springwill be weakened, and give way to
i 2^
ladd ^
t^e' '^ r orL ^ ie Bladder ,
which Cafe
6ni Cej ^r will put on a concave Figure , which will
V0j ^ ffherical ; and this will continue increasing,
UM
till
I

i6t
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is taken ofF ffom the external Parts in
Receiver . (2 .) By the Extrusion of a Flu1
till the Strength of the Bladder be overcome by
Pressure, when it will break with a very great Rep° rt'
EXPERIMENT
XXI .
. ,
21. The Twenty-first Experiment is the breaks
Glafs- Bottle by the Pressure of the Air. For

this Purp0

the Bottle ought to be of a square Form , and not y
lindrical or globular ; it should also not be very th>c
if small. Then the Bottle is fcrew’d on to the
in the Plate of the Pump , and the Air drawn out; ^
this means the Bottle sustains the Pressure from with0 ’
so long as its Strength will permit ; then the
yield, and the Bottle is instantly reduced into very Æ®
3
Pieces*
EXPERIMENT
XXII .
u
22 . The Twenty-second Experiment breaksa Bott‘
' l
the Spring of the Air. For

the Mouth of the Bottle ^

ing securely sealed up, so that no Air from within c ^
escape, it is put under the Receiver ; and as the
drawn off from its Surface, the Spring of the Aif.^jy
eluded will take place, and act more and more fot c>Q,
against the Sides of the Glass, which having nbv^
thing but its own Strength to defend it, as soon as *f(t
is overcome the Parts give way, and the Glass is 0
in Pieces.
EXPERIMENT
XXIII
23. The Twenty- third Experiment is

to

. ,
t$
JheW, t"aJ

Bladder being emptied of its Air , all to a very littlh "fy
then suspended in the Receiver, the little Portion °f ‘hst
•will expand itself in such manner upon Exhaustion, ^ J
last it will distend and fill out the Bladder to its uLsy
Bulk , and make it appear as one full - blown. The
p

son of which is apparent from what has been f° 0
repeated above ; as also, of its contracting again ^
the Air is.let in.
EXPERIMENT
XXIV .
. tjjt
24 . The Twenty-fourth Experiment Jhews, thatu°>
Syringe will descend from the suspended Piston in
when the Hole at Bottom is stopped, and a small jf "st
added to overcome the Friction. If the Hole be n0*‘

Pn

E U M A T I C S.

t>ut
^

° f a Glass Bubble , by the Expansion
the Bubble of Air contained therein.
(3-) b 7
theI

°Pen Air, and the Piston drawn up, it will be
Air . \ ky the Pressure of the incumbent Column of
but in Vacuo, where this Air is taken away, the
hjig ®ay freely rife ; or, which is all one, the Symay descend; as it will, if a small Weight be
^. to. overcome the Friction of the Piston.
When
hyrij, lr ls kt in again, it will be seen to push up the
Se Upon the Piston again.
js
EXPERIMENT
XXV.
’Yfj\n he
^ Twenty-ssth Experiment Jhews, that Water
“ Ufnps, and Quicksilver in the Barometer, by the
’jj*tor?i°f
-Air only. For a Glass T ube being screwed
!■ Al 116 above -mentioned Syringe, and immersed in
Crcury in the open Air, if the Piston be then
?'%eUP» it will attenuate the Air contained in the Glass
“yn ? by giving it a greater Space to expand in, and
e seans
^
lessen its Spring. The Pressure then of
rn.al Air will raise so much Mercury into the ‘
l^ Sled* ^ oight added to that of the Spring of the
.' “twoA* 1"is an equipollent Force , and then an Equi¬
ps the ensue
: But if the Mercury be placed unjf^ ttic^ hausted Receiver, and the Piston lifted up , no
5 then

be seen to rise ; which plainly shews

^y , ej viz. the Air ’s Pressure is in that Cafe taken

. *6. T

EXPERIMENT
XXVI.
Twenty-sixth Experiment Jhews, that the
\s >by . -dtr has a Force equal to the Pressure of the
Y^ Ube°'^ '
Quicksilver to the same Height. For
t^ AoeaP,° en at both Ends be cemented into a Glass
C
hlled with Quicksilver, and placed under
ted Receiver, as the Air is gradually ext? Pube kW^l ^ee the Mercury rife from the Vial into
vAd a : a ° Ve the Pump , by the Spring of the in1J
to the samp ."
no If- ie in til . s ^-nrrt * 'T *ntlF!
tf 0\y by
to the fame Height as it is in the Gage -Tube
fy Ae Jrj , e Pressure, and that during the whole Time
Qu an.. P° n" And
this will always happen, let
tty of Air in the Vial be ever so small, or
what
M 2
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(3.) By the Expulsion of the White aIjifl
Yolk of an Egg through a small Hol e
what it will ; the Phænomenon depending not UP
the Quantity , but the Strength of the Spring.
EXPERIMENT
XXVII.
27. The Twenty-feventh Experiment Jhews the*^
thod of making an artificial Fountain in Vacuo,
Air’s Pressure. For this Purpose a very tall Glass yf
is hermetically closed on the Top , and at Botto^ l
means of a Brass Cap screwed on to a Stop-Cock? ^
that to the Plate of the Pump ; then , when all th®{j,(
is exhausted, the Cock is turned , and taken
Plate , and immersed in Mercury or Water : ^ 0 s
upon turning the Cock again, the Fluid by the P,e
of the Air will be seen very beautifully to play ^
the Tube in the Form of a Fountain.
EXPERIMENT
XXVIII .
£
28 . The Twenty- eighth Experiment Jhews, ^ ij
Magnetic Virtue from the Stone, or a touchedPl ^
Iron, affects the Needle in Vacuo , in the fame ,Jl
as in open Air.
EXPERIMENT
XXIX .
.Jl’
29. The Twenty- ninth Experiment Jhews, that t fP
traStion of Cohesion is the fame in Vacuo as in ^ cf
Air. For
this Purpose a large Glass Tube , dra^ ^
into a very fine Capillary at Top , when
Water will sustain it to a certain Height in the J- f
the same be placed under the Receiver, and th
drawn out , the Water will remain suspended
fore ; which strews it to be wholly owing to the .
of Attraction.
EXPERIMENT
XXX.
30. The Thirtieth Experiment Jhews, that
which equilibrate each other in the Air, lose theV ^ j£!>
brium in V acuo. Thus if a Piece of Lead at oh
of a fine Balance, and a Piece of Cork at th® B
are in Equilibria in the Air , and thus placed ulV ed>;<j
Receiver , as soon as the Air begins to be exhah l>.
soon the Equilibrium will begin to be deft^ s .^ V'!
at last, when all the Air is taken away, the Co j
descend, and shew itself really heavier than
Y
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little End , by the Expansion of the
contained in the great End ; and also,

(40 By

£ e Reason of which is evident from Hydrostatic
ty s ; for both Bodies being weighed in Air , each
st u d lose the Weight of an equal Bulk of Air , conbe, et?tly the Cork will lose a greater W eight than the
in the Air ; and therefore when the Air is taken
tba the Weight that is restored to it being greater
W^lat the Lead has retrieved, will cause it to prehe slc erate-» or weigh down the Lead in Vacuo. And
tj)a e We fee that a Pound of Feathers is really heavier
a Pound of Lead, if weighed in the Air.
XXXI.
EXPERIMENT
thef. The ’Thirty-first Experiment spews the Air to be
' of Sounds, For if a Bell be screwed on to
sf.^lUm
lr -Puu ;p, it will ring in the Air , and be heard
tinj ■
the? a thin Receiver : But when the Air is exhausted,
° Und is not heard, which plainly proves it to be
prQ^
eyjfa§ated by means of the Air; and this is farther
|je^ced by letting the Air gradually into the Receiver,
H^ fe if, in the mean time, -you keep shaking the Bell,
will increase in Proportion as the Glass is
fillpa
Air.
*
dith
XXXII.
EXPERIMENT
3
Ar I'• 'hs Thirty-ficond Experiment jheips, that the
Ljj u . Necessary for the Existence of Fire and Flame,
l>Ur tf?• Charcoal thoroughly lighted, and a Candle
pl aced under the Receiver, as the Air is
)?’
e*ha 11
oals will begin to decline and die away,
sti t^1e^
e Candle will go out by Degrees,
XXXIII.
experiment
3
Pap*’ f ' he Tbirty- third Experiment jhews the Rife of
a.nd Smoke to be owing to the Air ;because when
the
Very lr ls taken away, the Vapours, which at first rife
Ss to f nt ifuHy from the wet Leathers of the Plate so
^ec on? ^CUre the Receiver, begin to fall when the Air
firstr es greatly attenuated ; and the Smoke, which at
fi^ ird? 6* rom the Candle extinct , now begins to delict0 1 ai 'd when the Air is all exhausted, the Receiver
es quite clear, and free from all Appearance of
Smoke
JVI 3
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(4.) By raising up the Skin of the J&jjj
(after the Yolk is taken away, and one ha ^
M

Smoke or Vapour . Hence, by the way,
we soej , |
Reason why , when the Air grows lighter , it
lets
the Vapours, and the Weather becomes
misty, ^
and wet or rainy.
EXPERIMENT
XXXIV .
~
34. The Thirty-fiurth Experiment /hews
the
of Gunpowder is owing to the Air. For if
it be kiu ^
in Vacuo, the Air , that so suddenly
expands itself ‘roI,
the Powder, and gives such a Shock to
^
Air , now finds none to encounter , and the cost111
so makes ^
sensible Appe ranee, otherwise than by
the Mercury a little in the Gage by its the sinksoo
Spring.
EXPERIMENT
XXXV .
y.s
35 . The Thirty-fifth Experiment
Jhews
\fi
are produced by refracted Light. Thus if how
a
Cane
16 J
held on one Side of the Receiver, and the
Eye P
at some Distance on the other, as soon
as the Ah e,
gins to be exhausted, and becomes
attenuated and ^
pletedwith Vapours to a proper Degree , the Ins,
^
the Candle will be refracted through that
Mediutd ^
Circles of various Colours, very much
resembling t
seen about the Moon in a hazy Air at
Night.
EXPERIMENT
XXXVI .
^
36 . The Thirty-fixth Experiment
Jhews how theL ^
of an Animal are affected in V acuo
; in what Mann . ]1
dies, and is rev ved again. For this
act
Bladder is tied to a Pipe, and screwedPurpose
into a
"ski;
which then represents the Lungs
Pipe is perforated quite through intothetheThorax . ^
Bladder, e<
is the efore analogous to the Trachea
or Wind ' P.^ j,j
The Air confined in the Bottle about the
Bladder
the fame Circumstances with that in the
Breast A.
the Lungs . When this Apparatus is
placed
Te
Receiver , one or two Exfuctions will attenuateun<
1
in the Receiver and Bladder, upon
which the P^ r,
of included Air in the Bottle will compress
the R
AZ that in the Thorax
does the Lungs j and a
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E the Shell) by the Expansion of the said
to fill
111 eluded Bubble of Air, so as almost
the
T

e the Bladder to be compressed to*"
js f Er. The Lungs being thus compressed, the Animal
tj^ hftble of a prodigious Weight , the Circulation of
js tslood through the Lungs is stopped, the Creature
over convulsed, and at last expires in the greatest
a 1.
j^S°nies pf a most cruel Death . When the Air is let
f a£ain, the Bladder gradually expands , as do the
the n of the Animal ; and if it has not lain top long,
l° od will again pass through them, and the AniWlU recover its suspended Life.
XXXVII.
EXPERIMENT
Jhews Air to be
Experiment
seventh
Tbirtywe do
This
Animals.
of
Sorts
moji
to
by Uteh necessary
g- Exhausting the Air from a Cat , a Rat , a Mouse, a
sr u ^ c' which soon die in the Manner above de^ ‘hed. j t iSnot always, indeed, that Gentlemen can
0vUs suffer their Curiosity to get the Ascendant so far
tl e.r their Humanity , as to desire so shocking a Spec¬
if E. The Ladies (greatly to their Honour ) strew
e Consideration , in generally voting against it.
XXXVIII.
EXPERIMENT
alf/' T 'he Thirty- eighth Experiment Jhews Air is not
necessary to the Life of some Animals : For it is
^ y .known that pumping the Air from a Toad , an Eel,
^i *Pfer, and all Sorts of Insects, seems not immedito affect them. Indeed, the winged Insects cannot
fj,,
they will crawl and run about very briskly. Some
fay
toula • will die for want of Air ; I confess I never
(! 1 kill any. They appear greatly disturbed, swoln,
a11
kept
lc kish at first ; but Mr . Hawkejby says he has
first
their
recovered
they
and
jjj ssh a Week in Vacuo,
as ,, ls> and were at the Week ’s End as lively and alert
°fe Which had been kept as long in the Air.
XXXIX.
EXPERIMENT
Thirty- ninth Experiment Jhews no Winged
Anike,
butr CUn All without Air. For this Purpose a large
put
er 'fly is a proper Subject , for as soon as it is
M 4 Undey

feth"nS

cau
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the Half -Shell . . (5.) Glass Bubbles afl4
Imaees fill’d with Water , so as to
then*
under the Glass it will fly and flutter about, but
the Air is taken away, nothing more of that kind ^
seen. If a fine Silk be tied
about one of the Horns
this Animal, and it be thus suspended in the Middle
the Receiver, it will at first fly towards every Side S
the Glass, but when the Air is exhausted, it cannot
out of the perpendicular Position into which it
brought by its Gravity , though it will be confe nt '
endeavouring to do it.
EXPERIMENT
XL .
t
40 . The Fortieth Experiment is that of Adust or BtAt
Air ; this Air is brought into the Receiver through f j
Fire ; and if a Candle be put down into it, it inst^nm
goes out, and will do so for many times together;
every time the Candle burns longer than before ; vrh>so
seems to shew, that this Air is somewhat of the falT1 i
Nature with that in Mine 's, commonly called Daws’ :
and is, like that , purified again by Fire .
EXPERIMENT
XLI .
..
41. The Forty-firjl Experiment shews that Adust^ i
is injiant Death to mojl Sorts of Animals. Thus
a
row put into this Air tumbles down with a kind ^
Vertigo , is convulsed, and dies directly ; much a j
the fame Manner as Men fall down dead in the coso3
iminated Air of Mines , deep Wells , EsV
EXPERIMENT
XLII .
.
42 . The Forty-second Experiment Jhews that all
descend equally swift irt Vacuo . Thus a Guinea aIJ
Feather let fall from the Top of a tall exhausted
ceiver, come down to the Bottom in the fame time* C
both together . But when let ,fall from thence in i. Q
Air , the Feather will descend much flower than *•
Guinea , and with an oblique or indirect Motion.
EXPERIMENT
XLIII.
43 . The Forty- third Experiment Jhews all Fer#1^
tatiori and Putrefaction depend on Air. Thus
ApP*e ’
Pears, Plums , Cherries, Is' c. which in the Air >°°

I

i
j

\
1
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just
}n Water , will , upon exatisting the Air from the Surface, rise to
the
^ eHow, putrid , and rotten , will , if kept in an
4 ]Q- . *ed Receiver , placed under Water , be preserved
tlloo ^ ’me untainted , appear fresh and in their native
ftalg 151. Thus
Eggs also, which in the Air soon grow

Putrid, and addje, will in Vacuo retain their
i*efS, and be fit for use after a great while.
Pots' - s the Reason why many People keep them in
01

Butter , Lard , is ’c. to preserve them from the Air.

^
4ir I■'

EXPERIMENT
XLIV.
he Fcrty-fourth Experiment fnews how necessary
&tqhjfor the Germination and Growth of Plants and Ve}>' B ° r if the fame Seed be planted in two diffeots of Earth at the lame Time , and one of them
W Pl in an exhausted Receiver, the Difference ber
11^ Appearance and Growth of each will be fuf‘u *y fenfible to any that shall try the Experiment.
4
EXPERIMENT
XLV.
ti'dj ' Bhe Forty-fifth Experiment Jhews, that the Hrri% p aV with Phojphorus upon Paper , laid on the Plate of
7/ in Vacuo appear luminous, and not be
Vij ^p ’Bied like common Fire . It will also fend up
UlUes or Clouds to the Top of the Receiver.
46
EXPERIMENT
XL VI.
V the Paper be wetted by Patches, on which the
Wsj
(i , °e been drawn with Phosphorus, instead of a
iive Plashes in Vacuo . For these ExperiPhosphorus the Room should be made very

r^

r EXPERIMENT
XLVII.
mle.
_■Qj1 ue Forty-feventh Experiment Jhews, that upon
Q>ld
w

>ernt cal

Mixtures afrong Effervescency
, Ebullition,
wid happen in Vacuo . Thus , if to an equal

Quantity of Vitriol , Oil of Tartar per De' ^ud Oil of Cloves, you put two or three small
cton . 0 Bhofphorus , the Mixture will take Fire in
'V. P^ Air. and is put out by the Addition of a little
la,he

i.

• " will not only shine , but boil up into a
tn

r <CUo.

J7Q
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(6.) 'Also *
the Top of the Vessel.
Bladder filled with Air, and just made t0
, ^
XLVIII .
EXPERIMENT
48. Melted Lead, and other Metals, set to cool h*
cuo , have their Surfaces concave; .whereas they are c ^
vex in the open Air . The Reason of which is the if
as of the Expansion of Water when it congeals
Ice . Thus Ice becomes specifically lighter than ^
ter , and swims in it ; as any solid Metal is specij^ s
lighter than when melted : Thus a leaden Bullet J ^
in melted Lead . What Agent Nature employs ,st to
Affair of Congelation , is perhaps as yet unkncm* f
Mortals ; but whatever it be, ’tis certain that one ^
of its Operation is to fever the Particles , and fix l
at a greater Distance from each other in the fixed,
they are in the fluid State.
XLIX.
EXPERIMENT
#” $1 ■
Crystallization
of
Process
Chemical
The
49 .
succeed in Vacuo . If Salts be mixed with Wat #' y evaporated to a Pellicle, and then placed under^ jk J
>
hausted Receiver, and set in a cool Place as use
will not flioot into Crystals, as in the open Ait 1|
dily will.
^
L .
EXPERIMENT
50. The Fiftieth Experiment {hews, that iff ^ o1
of Wood be cemented in the lower Part of the Is"® f
the open Receiver, and Mercury be poured upon 1’si
ter two or three Exhaustions the Pressure of t*1 (ft
will be so great on the Mercury , as to cause it M
d
scend through the Pores of the Wood in F otf 1 vV
beautiful Shower ; which will shine (if it °6
cleansed and the Weather dry ) in a dark RoomAir also will follow the Quicksilver through th6
,
of the Wood , and cause the Gage to sink.

jlr

51. To these Experiments of a Vacuum, I
the following Particulars relating to theCoNDE ^ *
of Air : As , ( x. ) That the Vessel ought to
strong to bear the Force of the Air ’s Spring t [efc^
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with a Weight , will , upon Exhaustion,
°°n rise by the Expansion of the contained
Air.
J ^ sed; f or wh;ch Reason they are generally made of
jj0? . (2. ) If Glass be used for a Condenser, it will
bm- *n^eed suiter so great a Degree of Condensation,
Experiment will be pleasanter, by viewing the
of
placed in the condensed Air . (3.) The Spring
Q -^ Air will be greater in Proportion to its Conden¬
se °n’. an<^ therefore (4.) The Sound of the Bell will
tljg^ ' ce or thrice as loud as in the common Air , if
Is )
mac^e twice or thrice as dense by Injection.
c0'<A round V ial will be broke by condensed Air , that
(6 ) bs
broke by the Pressure of the common Air.
sal * kough Animals soon die by not having the natuItjjj^ uisite Quantity of Air, yet they will not be easily
t;0 by haying that Quantity increased by Condensajt7
( .) If Air be condensed upon Water in a Bottle,
iii^ j cause it to spout through the Tube of Commuonjatl °n to a very great Height , viz. to 30 Feet , if
«n/ s°ne Atmosphere be injected ; to 60 Feet , if two ;
of 0 on. (8.) A Bladder, that will sustain the Spring
(len^0nimon Air , will be broke by the Spring of conO
■^ ‘r- El short, the Force of condensed Air
st/ be io far increased, as to countervail or antagonise
(9 \ | seate st Power of Nature that we can apply.
atCr with Air condensed upon it will conceive a
Hef heater Degree of Heat than in the common Air,
(l0 st
? will boil much sooner than in condensed Air.
Wat great
may the Degree of Heat acquired in
ft,
ere^r Eds Way be, as to melt soft Solder ; and
Mth ?re Vessels should have their Parts put together
rc^ Solder, that are used about these Experith...
!s vast Power of confined and elastic
e£ls r^ 3111 st 's that we account for the prodigious
fe(iuc'S^

spin ’s Digester

in dissolving Bones and

ftd f*nS them to a Jelly , so as to become a wholsome
a rtiet-m UtV E)iet ; for which Purpose they are put into
njqe Wssel , with a Coyer, which is fast and
strongly

I ?t
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Air . (7.) The Spring of the Air will
itself also by raising heavy Weights k 1
on a Bladder , half filled with Air , in ^
proper Vessel under the Receiver, r'
Beer, Cyder , Water , and porous Bodss5’
th*
do emit great Quantities of Air under de
exhausted Receiver. (9.) Fishes are
so light or buoyant by increasing the Spr 1110
of the Air in their Bladders , upon Pf
haustion , that they rife to the Top of ^
Water , and cannot again descend to
de
Bottom . (10.) Shriveled Apples are
to look fair and smooth by the Spring 0
the contained Air filling out the Wrink^ 9
(11 .) The Spring of the Air in a sq^
Bottle , cemented close, will immedia ^ ^
burst it in Pieces, upon exhausting the ^
cumbent Air . fi2 .) But that curious
periment which shews the Force ot _ {
Spring of the Air to be equal to its
j,
■ eft e(

strongly screwed down, and Air-tight . The V !S M
nearly filled with Water and Bones is set over a
Fire , which by Degrees rarefies the Water into
which with the included Air in a short Space of _$\o
acts upon the Bones with so great an Energy ? i
effect their utter Dissolution, and cause them *ss 0{l>>
arid incorporate so intimately with the Water , or
js
as to make a perfect Coagulum or Jelly when*
cold, which may be then sliced out with * £ So»
They who would fee more of the wonderful E
this Instrument may consult the Author ’s own
upon the Subject.
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^ Pressure, is by raising the Mercury , by
Expansion of a small Quantity of consted Air , to the same Height in an ex¬
isted Tube above the Pump , as that
j^ sich it is ra ifed to in the Mercurial Gage
v the Pressure of the Atmosphere beS it.
The great Action of animal Life , viz.
gashing by Inspiration and Expiration of
^' r> is owing to the Pres u' re and Spring of
Air conjointly , as is evident by the
°nt raSiion and Expanson of a Bladder in a
^ a” Receiver, with a Bladder tied on at
^tom to represent the Diaphragm.
Hence the Necessity of Air for Respira**°n and animal Life in most Sorts of Crea¬
ks , which die very soon in the exhaufled
Reiver; Though some Animals will not
J; killed in this manner ; as Flies, Frogs ,
some sort of Fishes,c.&
^ Th At ir^ passing through the Fire, and
^eated Brass Tube , is unfit for animal
P'raticm, is shewn by the sudden Death
t, aily Animal put into a Receiver filled
Also Candles and living Coals,
ere With.
immediately go.
QU
0 * Hence the noxious and pestilential
^S aHties of Damps and suffocating Exhala~
frequent and fatally experienced in
other subterranean Places.
and
lries»

That
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That Air in its natural State is necessary 1
for Fire and Flame, is obvious from the st* i
den FxtinBion of a Candle, a live Coal, & c’
i
in the exhausted Receiver. Also Gunpowder
;
fired therein will not take Flame , or be
'
plostve, but melt and die away.
That

the different Velocities with whi c^

heavy and light Bodies descend in the A^t
is owing to the Air ’s Resistance only , is m9"
nifest from the equal Velocity or Swiftn e*
with which all Bodies descend in the
hausted Receiver, as is shewn in the Expert
ment with a Guinea and a Feather.
Air is likewise necessary for the Ex id'
ence and Propagation of Sounds ; for a
Bell placed under the Receiver, and run#*,
will not be heard when the Air is dra^
out ; but in condensed Air , the Sound ^
be augmented in Proportion to the Cot1"
de nsation.
That

Fermentation ., PutrefaBion , &c*

depend on the Air , and are promoted
it , is shewn by preserving the Fruit in the1*”
natural Bloom and Perfection through ^
Winter in an exhausted Glass.
The

Use of the Diving - Bell depends

the Pressure and Spring of the Air : ^
fince the Space which Air takes up is tef
procally as the Power compressing it, tlS
eviden(
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^ent that at the Depth of 33 Feet of
j-^ter» where the Pressure of the Atmoere is
doubled , the Bell will be half
e<
^ Mth Water ; at the Depth of 66 Feet
0^iil be two Thirds filled ; at the Depth
99 Feet it will be three Fourths filled;

jj.

^ 10 on . Whence appears the Necessity
£^ av ing the Vessel in the Form of a
^ ' that the perpendicular Height of the
^ ter may be as little as possible. Hence
\,e fee
how necessary it is to have a
6^ §entle Descent of the Bell, that the
f0 ers may have Time to admit the Air,
I^ ^ Eatly condensed, by proper Degrees,
b !*• ssiould burst the fine Vessels of their
Ver | es> and kill them : Together with sehj other Particulars relating to the Na^ttd Manner of using this Machine,
Kt **
more fully explained in the
e below (XCII ).
The
Ca"^ ') *• That the Reader may have a just Idea of
^ t|ie jSparta Urinatoria or Diving -Bell , according
Sli Improvements
by Dr . Halley and Mr. Trie1 Iain
I have here exhibited two Figures of
Ns pf' The first is that of Dr . Halley ’s Form, which
feh - e®t wide at Top , 5 Feet at Bottom, and 8 Feet
sihe^i c.ontained about 63 Cubic Feet, or near 8
j. 2. Tfi-3’ 'n * ts Concavity.
h'keUinfSWas coated with Lead, so heavy that it would Plate
IV and the Weight was distributed about the XXIX
that it would go down in a perpendicular Fig. 4.
Position

Pneumatics.
The Spring of the Air is most evicted
concerned in that Chirurgicai Operasio#
1
Position and no other. In the Top ' was fixed a
but clear Glass D , to let in the Light from above; * (
likewise a Cock, as at B, to let out the hot Ait ^ f
had been breathed ; and below, at L M , was fi^ ^
circular Seat for the Divers to sit on ; and lastly? ' f0(
the Bottom was hung , by 'three Ropes, a Stag®,
the Divers to stand upon to do their Business. 7 .
Machine was suspended from the Mast of a Ship ^
Sprit, which was sufficiently secured by Stays t°Mast-head, and was directed by Braces to carry it jp
board clear of the Side of the Ship, and to bring

again.

3. To supply the Bell with Air underWater, tw
Barrels , such as C , of about 63 Gallons each, ^
made and cased with Lead , so that they might ‘ ^
empty , each having a Hole in its lowest Part to l^ jr
the Water , as the Air in them is condensed infest
Descent , and to let it out again when they were di' ^
up full from below. And to a Hole, in the Top
Barrels, was fixed a Hose or hollow Pipe, well P1^ ), t°
with Bees-Wax and Oil , which was long enoV&
fall below the Hole at the Bottom , being lunk c(
a Weight appended, so that the Air in the
Part ®f the Barrels could not escape, unless the
Ends of these Pipes were first lifted up.
-fy
4. These Air -Barrels were fitted with Tackle,
per to make them rife and fall alternately, stke .yb
Buckets in a Well ; in their Descent, they were dbe
by Lines fastened to the under Edge of the Bell
\,j
Man standing on the Stage to receive them, ^ . o>
taking up the Ends of the Pipes above the Sur *Lf i<*
the Water in the Bell, gave Occasion for the
the Barrels to force all the Air in the upper
the Bell, while it entered below, and filled the
,
„. .. .
And as soon as one was discharged, by a Sig lia^
it was drawn up, and the other descended, to he
for Use.
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call Cupping ; for when a Vacuum is
ade by a Syringe in the Cupping - Glass
applied
i-el'V As the cold Air rusli’d into the Bell from the Barthf Eotv, it expell’d the hot Air (which was lighter)
\n,
the Cock B, at the Top of the Bell, which
A;r ^ en open 'd for that Purpose. By this Method,
Hjj 1* communicated so quick and in such Plenty,
Ho
doctor tells us, he himself was one of five
tli0 together
at the Bottom, in nine or ten Fa'vithS^' aterb f°rhove
^
an Hour and an half at a Time,
hq Ve
° ut any Sort of ill Consequence ; and he might
thin Continued there, as long as he pleased, for any
that appeared to the contrary,
genij S° ‘ng down, ’tis necessary it should be very
y at first , that the dense Air may be inspired to
Ht, .Ipi by its Spring, a Balance to the Pressure of
, lr .in the BelL Upon each 12 Feet Descent, the
byi ls .ftopp’d, and the Water that enters is driven out
thisej^lng >n three or four Barrels of fresh Air. By
tbecans
^
, the Doctor fays, he could (by taking off
tage) Uy the Bottom of the Sea, just within the
ShQof
the Bell, so far dry, as not to be over
y s thereon.
ted LfT the Glass above so much Light was tranfmittvej, sten the Sun shone, and the Sea was clear and
Sr>d ’ that he could fee perfectly well to write and read,
»k>d ^ "tch more to take up any Thing under the Best;
lip the Return of the Air-Barrels, he could fend
Ofr y rs, written with an Iron Pen , on small Pieces
to pj A directing they were to be moved from Place
8.an * .
8ti(l .

ut lfi dark Weather

hilt the^

, when

the Sea was rough

6^ ’

wou ld be as dark as Night in the Bell 3
the Doctor found he could keep a Candle burn-

|il[>j
“y£v . Pell , as long as he pleased; it being found'
the ^ eriment, that one Candle consumes much about
ah Quantity of confined Air as one Man does,

Ni .°ttn

a Gallon

per Minute.

N
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applied to any Part , the Spring of the A^
in the Flesh under the Glass does strongs
a<%
9 . The only Inconvenience the Doctor compl a,I1 jj
of Was, that upon first going down they felt a so?a
Pain in their Ears , as if the End of a Quill were so
cibly thrust into the Hole of the Ear . This may $^
ceed from its being some Time before the Air can |
from the Mouth , through the small Canal of the Erf ,
chidn Tube, which leads to the inner Cavity of the
where , when it comes , it makes an Equilibriumf" 1,
the outward Air , pressing on the Tympanum, and t •
the Pain , fora short Time , ceases 5 then descends,
lower , the Pain of the Ears returns , and is again aba^ 1
and so on till you come down to the Bottom , tvn?
the Air is of the fame Density continually .
;t
10 . One of those Divers (who thought to out' ^
Dame Nature for once ) put a Piece of chew ’d Pap^ jy
his Ears, which as the Bell descended, was so f° rC> ]ty
pressed into his Ears , that it was with great Difi' cU)]y
the Surgeon could extract it . Thus a Bottle with 0 ^
common Air in it, and cork’d down tight , if it h6 r
down to a considerable Depth of Water , will be so 1
upon drawing it up again , to have had the Cork so
in by the Pressure of the Water at that Depth.
xi . This Bell was so far improved by the V°
that he could detach one of his Divers to the D >>
of 8o or ioo Yards from it , by a Contrivance of a
or Head- piece , somewhat like an inverted
^
Basket , as at F , with a Glass in the fore
him to fee his Way through . This Cap was of *'
and made to sit quite close about his Shoulders ;
Top of it was fix ’d a flexible Pipe communicating
the Bell , and by which he had Air when he
kxr
In a- fko
U ^ n,l piece,
n "oai 3
*
^
by tiirn
turning
the Stop - Cock near his Headth"
was also another Cock at the End in the Bell t0^.
vent any Accident happening from the Person
out.
12 . This Person was always well clothed wstb ^ jest
Flannels , which were wsrm ’d upon him before n

Pneumatics.
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and by that Means causes the Flesh to
^end and swell into the Glass , while the
Pressure
t Sc -l], and would not suffer the cold Water to penefer e to hurt him. His Cap contain ’d Air enough to
e him a Minute or two ; then by raising himself
j,]e the Bell, and turning the Cock F , he could rewith fresh Air . This Pipe he Coil’d round
t0 which
served him as a Clue to find his Way
j Bell again.
fr0j 3' This Diving -Bell receiv’d its last Improvement
tKn' T' Martin Triewald, F . R . S. Captain of Me~
and Military Architecture, to his Swedijh Mathe Manner and Form whereof is strewn in a Plate
aC re of his own drawing . A, B, is the Bell, which, XXIX,
^bari r? ars the
Scale of Feet under it, is much less Fig . 5.
isj- JJr. UaUgy’s, and therefore will come cheaper. It
^ott With leaden Weights , D , D , appended at the
^nV 5the Substance of the Bell is Copper, and
Of^ within all over ; and as in the Rivers and Coasts
Iti^ j &dtic Sea, the Water is very clear, so he has 110 , Q3ted the Bell with three strong convex Lenses
j ' o , with Copper Lids H , H, H , to defend them,
I ron Ring , or Plate E , serves the Diver tcj
Vh uPpn when he is at Work ; and it is suspended at
the jy ^ ' stance from the Bottom of the Bell, that when
)Va,
.. Ivfr stands upright , his Head is just above the
'ater
ln the Bell, and it is much better there than
Sseq UP in the Bell, because the Air is colder, and
ts>e g"u®ntly more fresh and fit for Respiration near
lse g,Ujj ces° the Water , than towards the Top of
15. ti

•''holly•Ut Wl' en there is Occasion for the Diver to he
Ptrp^ ln ^the Bell, and his Head of Course in the up’ hlr . Trievjald has contrived, that even there,
v. ^ as breathed the hot Air as long as he well
<1
ose ¥ tneans of a spiral Copper Tube b, c, placed
N er
Inside of the Bell, he may then draw the
fresher Air from the lowermost Parts ; to
a flexible Leather T ube, about two Feet
N 2
long,-

^ th.
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Pressure of the Air on the Parts without

Glass accelerates the Motion of the Bl0^
and Fluids , towards the Part where it is
minilhed or taken oft by the Glass.
Since

we know that Heat augments

repellent Power in the Particles of a Fl^
and by that means increases its Elasticity
and thereby causes it to expand itself into
large Space ; and that Cold has a quite cot1
trary Effect ; we learn the Use of the TH^
mometer

in indicating the "carious Deg^
of Heat and Cold in the Air , by the disterT^

Altitudes of the Spirit of Wine in that W
strument (XCIII ).

^
i

t0 '

long, is fixed to the upper End of the Tube at vi
the other End of which is a turned Ivory Mouth -Pie. jf
for the Diver to hold in his Mouth , to respire the j
from below by ; and this he may do in any Posiufs
standing, sitting, bowing his Body, &c.
16. I must not omit in this Place to mention the
vention of a Gentleman at Neivton- Bujhel in DeV enJ^0\b
who contrived a large Cafe of strong Leather, .!0 qj/
about half a Hogshead of Air , and made it pel f
Water -tight , adapting to it proper Parts for his Legs f
Arms , with a Glass before ; so that when he put H
self into this Cafe, he could walk very easily about a1 (
Bottom of the Sea, and go into the Cabin , and ° ^ .
Parts of a Ship in a Wreck , and deliver out the C °° u
and this Method he practised forty Years, and the
acquired a large Fortune , and equal Fame.
, , 10
(XCIII ) i . A Thermometer
being desig0
indicate the various Degrees of Heat and Cold,f 0tU
•plastic or expansive Power of Bodies of the Fl ul“ qjpg
so many Ways, Methods
, and Forms of constt^ yd
such an useful Instrument have been thought ° ’ A

agggg^

k\ Vt

mm
ji

mm

liil; i

asiife
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^Vented at several Times for this Purpose ; at first Ær,
^ en Os/, then Spirits of Wine, and lastly, Quicksilver
ave heen every Way attempted and tortur ’d in this
xP8rirnent.
tna ' ^ le spring os Air being sooner affected by Heat
^ " Cold than that of any other Fluid , was first thought
as the best.Expedient to answer this End ; and so
s rea]]y would be, were it not that the Weight or Pres-- - - - - *
iu re of affects it also at the same time ;
^ of
b the Atmosphere
y acting sometimes with , sometimes against it,
^ nders the Effect by Heat or Cold very uncertain , and
^before the Instrument useless. For Example : The Plate
^ 111 the Bottle A F will, by its Expansion, when the
gtows warmer, raise the Water higher in the Tube XXIX.
he Point H, and if the Air be lighter at this time Fig- J.
it 3n^
so Wl |l press less on the Surface of the Water at H, and
j^ dl suffer it to rife still higher. But if the Air be
h v‘er it will act against the Spring, and not permit
f, 0 raise the Water so high. The same may be ob^r' ed with respect to its Contraction by Cold ; where^ soch an Instrument for common or constant Use,
] n°t do at all, though perhaps none is better,ealCU
Jy ated sor some extemporaneous Uses, as measuring the
.ine| ree of Coldness in different Cellars, or of Warmth
iVe rs Rooms upon the fame Floor.
It was upon this Account found necessary to have
to s° me other Fluid , which , secured from the
rrelf
Ure of the Air in a Tube hermetically seal’d, might
ffJC'sd and contract solely by the Heat and Coldness of
are subject
it. And because- most Fluids
f r about it.
to jA
- -- - - me -,r about
sQo eeze or thicken in great Degrees of Cold, it was
C0c, ?’°nsider’d that Spirits of Wine , a little tinged with
Wj 'P^al, would best answer the Purpose, and accord^ bcrmomctcrs were generally made therewith,
^came of common Use.
doye d hough the Spirit of Wine Thermometers would
v/e ll to shew the comparative Heat of the Air,
)’et
. Is Was far short of the Virtuoso’s Views, who
\Vajjj
gre Es to explore the various and vastly different Dc0i4 of Heat in other Bodies, as boiling Water, boiling
Metals, and even Fire itfelfi, and Degrees
vf
d too, beyond what the Spirit Thermometer can

S

N 3
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shew. For Spirit in a moderate Degree of Heat Wiburst the Tube ; and in an intense Degree of Cold v"
freeze, as the French Philosophers found, who vr en
to measure a Degree upon the Surface of the Earth uir
der the North Polar Circle,
5. It having been found by Experiment , that LI’V
seed Oil required four times the Degree of Heat to ma-^
it boil as Water did, it was quickly substituted inft ea
of Spirits for Philosophic Uses, This Sir Isaac NeW 111^
always used, and by it discovered the comparative
gree of Heat which makes Water boil, which me
Wax , which makes Spirit of Wine boil, and
.
Tin and Lead ; beyond which we do not find the y •
Thermometer has been apply’d ; for which Reason ( ^
also for its sullying the Tube ) it has been less ufe^ 0
late , and given way to
6. The Mercurial
Thermometer
, which ^
sustain any Degree of Heat or Cold, as far as any
strument of this Kind can be expected to do. Mr . *
renhelt of Amsterdam
, was the Contriver of this
mometer, and though several Artificers made them
well as he, yet they still go by his Name , Dr . Boerh<ta .
used only this Thermometer , As the Mercury
J
freely and uniformly expands itself from hard Erou
the Heat of Summer, so one Sort of those Thermo^ 1
ters are contrived with a Scale, to include those E
tremes only, and the Beginning of the Divisions,
j
is fixed to that Altitude of the Quicksilver, as is obfe^ ,
when Water just begins to freeze, or Snow to tha
for which reason that is called the Freezing Point ih . a
Scale. This Thermometer is small, short, put >r>
neat Frame , and carried in the Pocket any where. .
7. But the Grand Thermometer of FarenHEIT 3
graduated after a different Manner , as destin’d t0^
more critical and extensive' Use. In this the Bulk’
on1'
large Part at the Bottom , is not sphericalas( in c°.,3t
mon Ones) but cylindrical, to the End , that the P as
may penetrate and reach the inmost Parts as s° 0lJ
possible, so that the whole may expand uniformly ,
gether . Hence it is, that in the cylindric Bulb, ^
Fluid will expand and rife immediately, whereas m spherical Bulb , it is seen first to fall (by the st*^
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^pansion of the Ball, before the Fluid is heated ) and
to rife, by the Expansion of the Fluid when heated.
j
have here given a Figure , both of Farenheit’s Mercu- Plate
, . Thermometer, and also of Sir Isaac Newton s made XXX.

Linseed Oil.
Fig. 3.
■ I take this of Sir Isaac’s to be the best fitted of
P for a Standard Weather Thermometer\ and even for
jj"y Degree of Heat which the various States of the
umari Body exhibit ; and also for those different Dethe Green -House,
|^ ees which Vegetation requires in
’tis necessary there
Cafes,
which
all
j^ ot ~Bed, (Jc, In
universal Meaand
,
unerring
,
common
one
be
i
su °ul<
and in every
,
Pj re> or Standard , which at all Times
by the same
Heat,
of
Degree
same
the
shew
£ aces will
jj^ Pansion of the Fluid , according to which the Scale
0Pld be made in every Standard Thermometer,
In order to this , the Tube proposed should be
y
NJ nicely weigh’d when empty , and then the Bulb,
it ^ ?hout a tenth Part of the Length of the Tube above
s .‘ Sto be fill’d with Quicksilver ; then it is to be
e‘gh*d again, and the Excess of this, above the forv tr Weight , will give the Weight of the Quicksilver
of ioodth Part,
^° Ur ’d in ; this will give the Weight
the Tube at the
upon
File
a
with
made
SiT/ Mark be
rLce of the inclosed Quicksilver.
Then weigh out 9 or xo Parcels of Quicksilver,
^j ^ siual to ioodth Part of that first put in the Tube,
after an^
cth ^av'ng pour’d the several Parcels in one
upon the inclosed Quicksilver , and marked the
V
be successively at the Surface of each Parcel , you’ll
if f ^ eTube divided into proper Intervals , which,
the same, will
-be ttle ® 0re of the Tube be every where
BUal to each other ; if not, they will be unequal j
0(it eac_h of these Intervals is to be divided into 10
Crs> increasing or decreasing as the Intervals do,
is iL. When this is done, the Capacity of the Tub?
‘tV>!ded ‘ nt0 Thousandth Parts of that of the Ball,
ihg 1U contiguous Part of the Tube reaching up to the
yl ^rk. The Tube is now to be put into a Frame,
hssx she Side of it is to be placed a Scale, divided.
Thousandth Parts , exactly corresponding to those
en

N4
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qn the Tube ; and writing 1000 over- against
the
Mark , you write 1010 over- against the second, io 2°
against the third , and so on, as you fee in the Figure*
12. The Standard Thermometer -Tube , and
Scale, being thus constructed, is then to be fill’d tvitn
some proper Fluid , as Linseed Oil, where great Degr eeS
of Heat are not proposed; and Mercury is to
used, when they are. When the Fluid is pour’d in, 1
is to be adjusted in such a Quantity , that it may st2"
just at the principal Point , marked iood , in Water jw
freezing. And here great Precaution is to be used ; f°r
many Trials must determine this Point to which the
Fluid must always rife by slow Degrees, and with 2,1
uniform Motion .
'
13. When this Point is well secured, all theTroub*
is over, the Bail being then immersed in boiling Wats*
Spirits, Oils, melted Metals,c& . in Snow, Freezing MW
tares, c & . the Expansions, by all the various Degre eS
of Heat and Cold, will be shewn by the ' Numbe rS
against the Heights to which the Fluid rises in
Tube in each Cafe, these are to be wrote on the Sw
of the Scale ; and since the fame Degree of Pleat W1
cause the same Expansion of the same Fluid at 2
Times , ’tis evident, if Thermometers were evcO
where constructed in this Manner , the Observati 0llS
made by them in any Part of the World , may be -cod1'
pared together, which cannot otherwise be done j
whence this Part of Philosophy would receive its
Perfection .
.<
14. By one of those Standard Thermometers
made, many more might soon be constructed with
expand ng Fluid , without the Trouble of graduates
their Tubes by equal Quantities of Quicksilver.
having fih’d the Balls, and a convenient Part of &
Tube , with the proposed Fluid , place them all WZeth^
in a Vessel of cold Water ; and while it is warming ^
gently as possible, when the Oil in the Standard Th es
mometer shall arrive successively at the several Di v‘^ 0lL
• of its Scale, at the fame Instant of Time mark the ne _
Tubes at the several Heights of their Fluids , and sot
1a Scale for every Tube , that shall correspond to thjso
Marks . Then , while the Liquors subside by cool'1’®

} creadft
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Gamine whether they nicely agree at the feve¬
rs 3 ar^S- To determine the Freezing Point in all,
§it] are to ^ ant^ together in the Water till it just heth a(
. to freeze : Or , having all the other Points duly,
M, - ay be deduced very exactly by the Rule of ProA Thermometer that shall vary very sensibly by
At,/ frtctl Variation of Heat and Cold, as those of the
n Pftere, must have a large Rail in Proportion to
sQotl ° re of the Tube ; and that the Heat or Cold may
^llV enetrate ^ ie innermost Parts of the Liquor , tha

5prnld
^°

not be

spherical
, but

oblong and flatted

like

U

Flask and
;
the Lengths of the Tubes should
^portioned to the Degrees of Heat they are into discover.
tisjjp
' ^fr Isaac Newton graduated his Standard Thertft
on both Sides, as shewn in the Figure . Those
lhofe C^
ght'
Hand measured the Heat of the Oil ; as
thei
0,1 the Left measured the Bulk thereof : But since
eUt
tjj
as well as the former, begins from a Cypher
Vrj feezing Point , and is regularly continued upV,)}
the common Divisions io , 20, 30, 40, &fc. it
stcuj
- V ^ ly serve both Purposes ; since the Degree of
jjie

always be proportioned to the Expansion of

of the Fluid above or below the Freezing

C
7'
iUlj'gPy this Division therefore on the Left Hand , I

Press some of the principal Articles of Sir Isaac
Ue'pn. SScale of the various Degrees of Heat, as in
v ab let below.
L ^

' °fHc fat.

0
r Water just freezing, and Snow just thawing.
to4 J The Heats of the Air in Winter.

to8 } The Heats of the Air in Spring and Autumn.

- .! | The
3l

Heats

of

the Air in Summer.

The greatest Summer-Heat.
The greatest Heat of the external Parts of
the Human Body,
, Water just tolerable to the Hand at Rest.
\
36I Water

It

86
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Heat.
36s Water hardly tolerable to the Hand in Motl<7P"
43 Melted Wax j ust grovdng stiff and opake51s Melted Wax just before it bubbles or boil 3,
54 Spirit of Wine just begins to boil.
72 Water begins to boil.
75 Water boils vehemently.
86 A Mixture of 15 of Lead, ~ of Tin , ^ *
Bismuth, melts.
^
103 A Mixture of equal Parts of Tin and BiW111
melts.
122 A Mixture of -j of Tin and f of Lead &e
154 The Heat which melts Tin.
174 The Heat which melts Bismuth.
206 The least Heat which melts Lead.
_ jjj
290 The Heat with which burning Bodies Ihihc
a dark Night.
410 The Heat of a small Coal-Fire.
450 The Heat of a fniall Wood -Fire.
of

18. Dr . Hales considers the Freezing Point 35
Boundary to Vegetation , viz. on the Side of Cold j .a
the other Boundary he fixes to that Degree of Heat
which Wax will begin tp melt, because a greater ^
gree of Heat will, instead of collecting and affirm3 -cJj
the nutritive Particles , dissipate them, even those
are most viscid and glutinous ; and therefore the f ,
will rather fade than vegetate in such Degrees of **.^ l
19. This Space the Doctor divided into 10O e^ ’i
Parts in his Thermometers : But his Numbers exp re ct
in those of the Standard Thermometer , are for *e g0(
Particulars mentioned by the Doctor as follows- ^
Myrtle, 4 ^ ; Oranges, 6f 5 Ficoides, 7j ; Indian *
; Aloe, IO ; Cereus, 11 ; Eupborbium, 12 } ^ Ad
to, 13 ; Ananas, 14 s ; Melon-'ThiJlle, i
; Alt'£ \i
the Glass of a Hot- Bed, 17 ; the Hot- Bed itself, if
the Hot - Bed exceed the Heat of 40 or thereabou *0(
will scorch the Plants and kill them. The
0f
Milk from the Cow is 28, that of Urine 29,
Blood in a Fever nearly 40.
focb
20. As Farenbeit’s Thermometer is come
general Use, I have here placed it by the Standard ^
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The Motjlure and Dryness of the Air are
, which is
ewn by the Hygrometer
ade several Ways , but that with a Cord is

^ .r common and useful ; for that by
^ inking with Moisture will turn an Inone way, and extending with Dryness
j turn it the contrary way , over the gra¬
ved Limb of a Circle (XCIV ) (XCV ).
I SHALL
that the Divisions on each may be reduced to
the
of^ ther ’s respectively by bare Inspection , and the Use
the^ be tbil1preserved. If the Reader would see all
djjj ' tTe nt Sorts of Thermometers , or rather all the
Methods of graduating them, he may be fully
this0 ^ by consulting Dr . George Martinet Treatise on

2; ubiect.

thep - io conclude this Head, it must be observed that
Hon . the Earl of Cavend/Jh has very lately inVentht,£
diffe a a curious Construction of Thermometers, of two
e^t Forms ; one contrived to strew the greatest Dehapp0 heat , and the other the greatest Cold, that may
^Pr .'n a Ferson's Absence at any Time . But this
ti0‘ 0v~rnent cannot be understood so well by Descripthe Instruments themselves.
r

i . An Hygrometer

, sometimes call ’d

°Met er, is an Instrument or Contrivance,
n'cb we can estimate the Quantity of Moisture or
VapQ
r®in the Air ; or by which we can compare the
V*ri
degrees
Agrees of its Humidity and Siccity at different
For this Purpose different Subjects have been
2t
e% ’d, but none as yet have been found fa• Th °r Ia^ n§hi Ce g bus Cotton , Spunge, &c. hung at the End of a
a an ce, in an exact Equilibre , will by contracting
_re, horn the Air become heavier, which will
erefU
^
W cr °rebe
Qstv dr:: strewn by its defcending ; and when the Air
ier, it ought to part with' th®Moisture and
becomq
hy ^? Ti

iZ8
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I shall

finish this Lecture
giving you an Account of the Struct1^
j is

Plate
XXX.

pig. 6.

become lighter ; but this it will not readily do, a!1u
therefore of little Use. Salts have been likewife u
this Way , but to no Purpose.
^
3. It would be endless to take notice of all the
thods that have been attempted by ' Philosophers, ^
most of them without Success. However, as some
better than others, and will endure for a consid®
1^
Time very well, I shall here give an Account of g
which is the best of any I have hitherto thought ok- |j
is made of a String either of Hemp or Cat’s-Gut (aSJ
the best Sort are) and shews the increasing Moift urly,
the Air by its ’Twisting and Shortening, and the P”
ness by Untwisting and Lengthening.
.
M
4. Thus let ABC be the lower Part of a ^ 0st
Line or Cord, hanging from the Height of the
against one Side thereof on the Wall or Wainscot'* 3
there be described a large Circle , graduated into j,
equal Parts , such as KLMN;
in the Centre of ^
is a Pin , with a small Pulley I B, carrying an Bjj*
OP . If now a Cord be put round the Pulley,
small Weight or Ball D be suspended at the lovvef ^
to keep it strait, then as the Cord gathers M01
from the Air , it will twist and become shorter >jj
C onsequence of which' will be, that in contract1•
will turn the Pulley I B, and this by its Index wiHP^ jll
to the Numbers on the graduated Circle,
shew the Degree of Moisture or Dryness by the v
traction or Relaxation of the Cord .
<•of
5. Again : If the Ball D hang over the Centres,
another graduated Circle C F G H placed horiz 0,lt L^
carrying an Index E F upon its Divisions, it vvi-' , tjie
the
fame
by the twisting
and„ uhtwisti
J1£,nay \)e
rv - .i v>o Thing
• ./
,
,
, .
Cord B C , as in the Circle above ; so that
this
looked upon as a Double Hygrometer, and so
fist
its Structure , that any Person may make it ; aI1 j
it will answer very well for a considerable Time , *ujjy
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Pneumatics.
the common Air - pump, and
of a new Invention of my own.

e of
Sd w<
°
fne

The

% r
by Experience : And I believe a better
fha^
^ ’■bis was never made.
°^ej In the Construction of my Aerometrum MagTlje ° r Tripple Weather -Glass, 1 have a Barometer,
anc‘ Hygrometer all in one Frame ; all of
ly , Sort ; which makes a Piece of Furniture equal’ & U »delcp „,
ticjWV ) i . There remains yet one more Pneuma5b|e \ Tc^’ ne to be described, which has made consiaerin the Philosophic World , but has never
^
oise
be Cri
Wient:
^ any Use in Civil Life ; I mean, the famous
-■lQn of the Air -Gun , of which there are two
ii'i,e’ one the Common Air- Gun, the other the Maga. : Of both which I shall give the followiti
t ^n

3. ^ Account.

le Common Air -Gun is made of Brass, and
; the Inside Barrel K A . of a small
Barrels
^hel ^rotn wbich the Bullets are shot ; and a larger
Syfj 1E C D R on the Outside of it. There is a
Hjcjp SJV1NP fixed in th? Stock of the Gun , by
\ p me Air is injected into the Cavity between the
The Ball K is
Putdaa rrels_through the Valve E P . Barrel
with the
’nto ’ ts P' ace i n tbe small
Hi^ ^ -as *n another Gun . At S L is another Valve,
^e ^ jr °e‘ng drawn open by the Trigger O , permits
^ tQ come behind the Bullet, to as to drive it out

Jjas*,
«o re

3^

Force.

^’ s Valve be open’d and shut suddenly, one
condensed Air may make several Discharges
.if the whole Air be discharged on one
j agle but >
drive it out more forcibly. This
.’ ^
Uwill
}VcHai/
's effected by means of a Lock k placed
n other Guns ; for the Trigger being
Vs’
k will go down, and drive a Lever a,
^
jj'st will 6ock
^ o?cn the Valve, and let in the Air upon the

4. The

19°
Plate
XXII.
Fig . 4.
Plate
XXX.
Fig . 2.
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The eomition or large Air -Pump is rep1^
fented where a a, a a, are the two ^

Larr^

4. The Magazine Air -Gun is the Invention °‘ ^
ingenious Artist, whose Name is L . Colbe.
^
Contrivance ten Bullets are so lodged in a
near the Place of Discharge, that they may be “r
into the shooting Barrel, and successively soot so ^
as to be nearly of the same Use as so many £qiiI>
Guns . In the Figure you have a Section of t^ie
as big in every Part as the Gun itself ; and so
of the Length as is necessary to form a compl eat
ef the Whole.
5. A E E is Part of the Stock ; G is the End 0 ^
!05^
Injection Syringe, with its Valve H opening i11
Cavity between the Barrels, as before. K K ,s^0iirt
small soooting Barrel, which receives the Bulled j,J
the Magazine E D , which is of a serpentine Eorso, ^
closed on the End D when the Bullets b, b,. b’S’-ad
lodged in it. .The circular Part s I s k M i is the &^ ji
a Cock, having a cylindric Hole through it I K, ^ t
is equal to the Bore of the small Barrel, and ma
p^ft*
Part of it in the present' Situation .
6. When the Lock it taken off, the sever*' , jc)i.
Q , R , T , S, W , &c. come into View, by pjjt
means the Discharge is made by pushing up so . tjjt
Py>, which raises and opens a Valve V, to let > jr5
Air against the Bullet I from the Cavity E,
which Valve is immediately sout down again by L
of a long Spring N N of Brass. This Valve {jjt
true
ing a conical Piece of Brass, ground very
Part which receives it, will of itself be sufficient so
sine the Air.
7. To make a Discharge you pull the Trigf^
which throws up the Seer y x, and disengages ' ^0'!^
the Notch #, upon which the strong Spring W W
the Tumbler T , to which the Cock is fix’dby its End u bears down the End v of the tl*
Lever R, which by its other End m raises at <■_
tzji
time the flat End I of the horizontal Lever
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^arr els, in which the Pistons c c, c c, move
^ Chains fasten’d to each of them , and
to
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by .
W
hiMeans
«

, of Course, the Pin P ^>is pufh’d up,

stands upon it, and thus opens the Valve V , and
Ir. iar§
aro-espo*t,„
u>..n„p This is all evident from a bare
Yjl*
the Bullet.

dis >0

** of

Cut,
bring in another Bullet to succeed I instantai>v, *y > there is a Part called the Hammer H , Which
a sti
the jPDare Hole goes on upon the fame square End of
of the Cock , and turns it about so as to place
^ In dric Bore of the Key I K in any Situation re¬
st^ • Thus when the Bullet is in the Gun , the
the ly r fends
as in the Figure , where the Bore of
Mie^"ey coincides with that of the Barrel K K ; but Plate
h 0u st *e Ball is discharged, the Hammer H is instantly XXX.
Hot; *■^own to shut the Pan of the Gun , by which Fig . 3,4.
>i the
Bore of the Key is turned into the Situation
as to coincide now with the Orifice of the Maant^ upon lifting the Gun upright , the Ball
'"'o' s^e ^ eVtumbles into its cavity , ana rans ocmiia
J'i,!
Endsrr , of two fender Springs, which like
[sS®
*
nds
detain it . The Key in this Position is
,.t ^e Figure . Then opening the Hammer again
iet *s brought into its proper Place near the dif*
^ aF’c, and the Bore of the Key makes again
y >of that of the Shooting Barrel.
^is j 1 evidently appears how expeditious a Method
lbep of charging and discharging a Gun ; and wens
t°Mer Ce condensed
Air as great as that of Gunytid0^’ Gch an Air-Gun would actually answer the
rnany Guns , and prove the best Defence against
j^lisetnen
^
or Robbers that People are aware of ; bedgBt(-y n fbey have Reason to suspect them, they
a Cq etl ma ke five or six Discharges before the Thief
l0 Within
Pistol-shot.
run, antd in all other Cases where
the Air-Gun,
it 1S s e<
lu ired to be condensed to a very great De%e5, WG be requisite to have the Syringe of a small
n°t exceeding i- an Inch in Diameter ; beI
cause,
the
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to a Wheel moving on the Axle f
the Engine is put into Motion by ^ .
Winch bb. FF , F F, are two Pillar9^
Pieces of Wood supporting the Fratfie
the Pump -Wheel , which is screw’d llP ^
them by Nuts under the little Pieces .
■ W
■
Tube or Pipe mat
Wood e, e e. The
.
hh is called the SiDan-Neck, made of
By this the Air passes from under the ^
ceiver o o, through a small Hole k iu ^
Middle of the Brass Plate i i i on the * ,
of the Pump , to a Brass Piece in the P
d c/, which being perforated length -^ ' ,
to the Middle Point under each Barrel? .
there , through a small Hole , by a Blad
Valve , transmit the Air from the Recel' |p
into each Barrel to be pump ’d out by f *
ing through the Hole in the deseed )(
• st

cause, as has been shewn, the Pressure again* ^ pH
square Inch is about 15 Ib. and against every circulf^ he
it is therefore about 12 Ib. If therefore the
'
one Inch in Diameter , when one Atmosphere is
there will be a Resistance of 12 Ib. against theP ^( e
when 10 are iirjecte ^ j 0
;
when 2, of 24 Ib. and
will be a Force of 120 Ib. to overcome;
Atmospheres act against the circular Half h lC
(whose Area is but I Part so big) with a'P? r^.eS
40 Atmofph'y .jj, $
;
' Part so great, viz. 30 Ib. or
be injected with such a Syringe, as well as 1° ^ \\\
other . In a Word , the Facility of worhMZ
(cœtcris paribus) inversely as the Squares of th1
icrs of the Syringe.
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piston. These Holes in the Pistons and
Bi°stoms of the Barrels are cover’d with
aRes, to prevent the Return of the Air in*° the Receiver . 111 is the Mercurial Gage,
common Barometer , immersed in a Ba0lt of Mercury m m fix ’d in the Bottom of
Frame, and at Top communicates with
Receiver, which therefore strews how
^tich the Receiver is exhausted by the Ris§ of the Mercury .in the Tube , by a
^ra duated Scale affixed thereto . The Stopjf0j communicates with the ReCo cb n a
^ lVer* and consequently with the Swanand Mercurial Tube : Its Use is, by
the Cock , to re-admit the Air,
lUr ning
^en there is Occasion . The Receiver is
^r°und true on the Bottom , and is fixed
wetted
^ the Pump at first by means of of
Ce. ’Others to exclude the Air , instead
eilt formerly used for that Purpose..
^ L:t with how much more G'onveniency,
less Expence , Pneumaiical Experi^
E^ts of all Kinds may be perform ’d, by
Elegants and Portable Air - Pump ,
; . lco I have lately contrived and made,
be easy to apprehend from a bare View

Plate

XXIi.
is Fig- 5*

^ the Figure thereof : In which AB
or Part containing the Wheel,
■fete
^h alternately raises and depresses the
Vc"ol. II .
Pistons
O
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Pistons C D in the Barrels E F, which
strongly press’d down by the said Part
supported on the two Pillars G H,
into the Bed or Bottom of the Machi 112
1 K L. On this Bottom stands the ReceW es
M N on a large smooth Brass Plate , in ^
Middle whereof is a Hole , by which
Air passes out of the Receiver into a
Tube on the under Part of the Frays’
and goes to the Piece O, which comtuuP1
cates with the perforated Brass Piece
, - ,
n_
t
,
, r_ tilCP
which the Barrel stands, and from wb ,c
0N
they receive the Air to be exhausted.
the middle Part of this Brass Piece lS
.11
Perforation , over which is placed a ^
Receiver P Q^, and under it a Bason ^
Mercury R , in which a small Tube •* ^
(hermetically sealed at one End , and u
tW e'
with Quicksilver ) is inverted ; and
fore as the small Receiver P Q^ is exham ^
(at the same time with the large one ^
the Approach of the Vacuum will be
g
by the Descent of the ^ uicksther in the 1
R 8 . By the Stop- cock T the Air is
let into the Receiver . I take this t0 b!6
the last Improvement this Machine is cap ^
of, as to its Form ; for it consists of
such Parts as are essential. And thus
structed , it may , together with ltS, &
cei ve

Si
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teiv,efs, be contain ’d in a Box of a small
Si
l2e> and comes to but a small Price in
c°nvparison of the other Forms (XCVI )»
^ (XCVI ) 1.1 shall conclude this Subject with a few
^ rt ‘cles relating to the Rarefaction of the Air in the
. eci pient in working the Machine ; for the Reader must
1Oppose that all the Air can be exhausted , if the
be ever so good , or worked ever so long . The
i5 a^°n is evident when we consider , that the Air which
^ austed is only pushed out by the Spring of that
■tyj
su lch remains behind : If therefore every Particle were
.PPosed to be exhausted , the last would be expell ’d
a ^ °ut an Agent , or there would be an Effect without
aufe, which is absurd.
tjj 'set the Capacity of any Receiver be to that of
of the
Air^ arr el as C to i . Also let the Rarefaction
Which remains in the Receiver be to- the common
s^ .as R to x, after any Number of Turns or ExN . Then , upon raising the Piston , the Air
1 rush into the Barrel , and so will now be rarefied in
C + x
^ ; and since
—
to
I
of
or
,
I
-fC
atio of C to
thi:
Ratio of the Rarefaction by every Exfuction,
‘tC ls.
] pV'^ent it will be the common Ratio of a GeometriCg
eries of Rarefactions produced by the several Turns
c + i|
C + i

th,

viz.

c

The Series i
&c.

to

c + TiN

: last Term of

eries, which therefore as it expresses the last RareN
C + i
—
R
is,
that
,
°n>Will be equal to R

3>U,
et)

ce from the known Property of Logarithms we

=
aVeL -R N
H,
‘ence,

XL. N
XL.
L. R

'L. C

X L .TJ + 7 — L . Cj
— N . Wherefore if C — x,
O 2

that

N E U M AT I C S'.
.4

that is, if the Capacity of the Receiver be e9u‘
to that of the Barrel, we shall have N

L - R

C° fl'

E .2 '

m

sequently, if R express any Degree of Rarity propo’eJ'
as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, &c, we have N the Numb er
T urns or Exfuctions to effect it,
\
4. And from hence the following Ttable -is c°.^
structed ; in which the first Column expreffes the
of the Air in the Receiver, and the second the N ulTl
ef Turns to produce it.
_

Rarity .
I

2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
16
20

Number of

1Turns.
0.
1.
C585
2.
2,322
2,585
2,807

33ct 7°
3,322
44,322

Rarity,

Turns.

Rarity.

Num^1t
<fus*1'

60

5' 907

64
70
8©

6.

IOOO

9,9

6,129
6,322
6,492
6,644
77,644
8.

1024
20Q0

^ ' 9u
66
jo,

90
100
128
200
256

3°°
400
500
512
600

30
32

4 ,Y 07
5-

40

7°°
5,322
5,644 I 8oo-

50

Number of

8,229
8,644
8,966

900

2048
3000
4000
4096
5000
6000

i 1’

.j

Ii ,9
1

12,52

7000
8000

12,9

9,45 i

8192
9000
10000

i3 >*

9,644

16384

99,229

5* Front this Table we may observe,
c?J
Numbers in the first Column be taken in Geo^
Progression, the corresponding Numbers of the L,V
will be m Arithmetical Progression. Thus ag^ \ C0'
8, 16 in the first, you fee 1, 2, 3, 4 in the fee 011
lumn.
6. When the Capacity of the Receiver eX^ edSo'^
of the Barrel, then the Number of Turns N
duce a given Rarefaction R .will be greater that*
Therefore if the Number of Turns in this p3r -Q$ f
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us call », be multiplied by some NumV s let
'*■w ‘ll produce a Number of Turns N that shall
. Now
’■he Rarefaction R in any Receiver proposed
mX I/ . R
we {hall have n X m — L . 2
whence we have m
L .C

1r°m hence a Table of Multipliers expressing the
when the Receiver is in any given Propor(;-e of
Ofi larger than the Barrel , is easy to be constructed,
aich the following is a Specimen.
Capacity

Capacity

‘*er.
Ce

Re- Multiplier.
Multiplier- of Re¬ Multiplier. of
ceiwer*
ceiver.

20
1.
3°
1,710
2,409 ' 40
59
3,106
60
3,802
70
4,497
80
5,191
5 - 885

6,579
_ 7,2.73

9°

too
200

14,207
21,139
28,071

35,003
4 L934
48,866

55,79b
62,729
69,661
lZb -976

300
400
500
600
709
809
900
fO .OO

208,29 *1
277,605
346,920
416,235
485,549
554,864
624,179
693,494

’’tthi ' means of these two Tables , those who know
are ner
^lTarnS of Algebra may find how many Turns
given
any
to
T -gJ to rarify the Air in the Receiver
to
Capacity
’s
Receiver
the
of
that0f ’ ^ hen the Ratio
the
Let
:
Example
For
.
known
is
,
^
Barrel
v
^eCe;
’hjuj be xo tines as big as the Barrel , and let it be
hirifv7* to find how many Turns of the Winch will
that
j . A*r xoo times . First seek the Number
'►ill
Barrel;
the
to
equal
is
Receiver
the
rvhen
M]iCL°T
fiy the first Table is 6 Turns , and 644
♦’arts f
the
0 1oqo of another . Then , against xo in
second
O 3
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second Table , I find the Multiplier 7,2.73, by wb*cj*
if I multiply 6,644 , I shall have a Product 4^’^ '
which will express the Number of Turns required. g
9. The Ascent of the Quicksilver in the Gage of ,f
Common Pump is proportional to the Quantity of ie
drawn out, either upon the Whole , or upon any
Turn of the Winch : And the Deficiency front ,
Standard Altitude of 29 Inches
+
is always proper* 10 ^
to the Quantity of Air remaining in the Receiver 5^
may be easily deduced from what has been said or
Density, Spring, and Prejsure of the Air .
$
10. The Gage of a Condenser will have the Sp®
unpossess’d of Quicksilver at the End decreasing in y
monical Proportion: For
since equal Quantities ot
are injected by the Syringe at each Stroke of the Vs $
the Quantity of Air in the Condenser will incre^sj
Arithmetical Progression, and so will its Density?/,*
of course the Density of that in the End of the GW.
because the Quicksilver is pressed on each Side eq u3 ^
but the Spaces diminish as the Densities increase, ^
have elsewhere shewn. Therefore the Spaces aft
versely as a Series of Perms in Arithmetical Progressed j. I
consequently are in Musical Proportion;for that t"
a Property of Musical Perms will be shewn m 4
CIX.
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